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EDITOR’S PAGE
Association of Exploration Geophysicists (AEG) is happy to publish and release this Vol. XXXVIII
No.3, July-September 2017, a special issue on Airborne geophysics.
We are aware that contribution of India’s mineral Sector to GDP is meagre 2% and Govt of India has
initiated number of steps to increase this share to a greater level. India’s Expenditure on mineral exploration
is very low in comparison to most of the developing countries. India’s Geological domains are well known
for its mineral resources but they are yet to be systematically and scientifically explored. It is estimated
that currently only around 10% of the 8 lakh sq Km, potentially resource bearing area, in India has been
explored .To quickly explore all potential areas, it is important to have a good quality data base comprising
geological, geophysical and geochemical data, which will help in identifying mineral deposits. Airborne
Geophysical surveys are fast, less expensive,systematic and scientific techniques to achieve it. Ministry
of Mines through Geological Survey of India (GSI) and Deptt of Atomic Energy through Atomic Mineral
Directorate for Exploration and Research (AMD) have planned substantial amount of airborne surveys to
acquire geophysical data which will add to existing geological knowledge of all potential areas and help
in better understanding of controls of mineralisation and ultimately in identification of new mineral deposits.
GSI is mainly taking up Fixed Wing Magnetic and Gamma Ray Spectrometric surveys over obvious
Geological Potential (OGP) areas while AMD for its Uranium Exploration Programme has taken up
Heliborne Magnetic, Time Domain Electromagnetic and Gamma Ray Spectrometric surveys over
Proterozoic basins, Phanerozoic basins and other geologically potential areas like Singhbhum Shear
Zone, North Delhi fold belt and Aravalli basin etc. AMD has also utilized heliborne Passive EM technology
(ZTEM ) to explore into deeper parts of Cuddapah basin . To ensure aquifer based sustainable ground
water management, Ministry of water Resources, in association with CSIR-National Geophysical Research
Institute (NGRI)has taken initiative to use Airborne EM technology in the field of Hydrology in India. In
coming years, more and more high resolution and detailed airborne surveys using latest technologies
available in world related to magnetics, Time Domain Electromagnetics, Gravity/Gravity Gradiometry
should be taken up to locate deep seated concealed mineral deposits.
In this issue of Journal of Geophysics, there are seven technical papers which present details of Airborne
technology, and its application in mineral exploration, uranium exploration and management of water
resources etc.
Nasreddine Bournas et al in their technical paper “Integrated Interpretation of High Resolution
Airborne Geophysical Surveys of North Eastern Burkina Faso” have presented interpretation results of
a high resolution airborne geophysical surveys carried out over North Eastern Burkina Faso and their
integration with available geological and satellite data information for detailed geological mapping and
mineral resources exploration. Integration of multidisciplinsry data sets produced new favourability maps
for different minerals including Gold and uranium mineralization.
ZTEM a variant of AFMAG (Audio frequency Magnetics ) is first commercially available passive
airborne EM system since 2007. Jean M. Legault in his article “Tracing the ZTEM airborne Natural
Field EM System’s Ten year Development from Design Innovation to Discovery Tool” has traced
development of ZTEM from design innovation to discovery tool and presented certain case studies. He
elaborated application of ZTEM application for locating deeply buried unconformity uranium deposits in
Athabasca basin particularly near sheacreek . After accepting of ZTEM technology, it has been used in 20
countries and has been credited with several mineral discoveries.

In areas with low altitude and in presence of remanence, inverting for the magnetization vector -MVI
has shown more reliable results than inverting for traditional susceptibility. Telma Aisengartetal at.al., in
their technical paper “High resolution Inversion of the Magnetisation Vector in the Pontes e Lacerda
area of Southwestern Mato Grosso Brazil” have described the inversion of magnetic data using Geosoft’s
VOXI-MVI inversion service to create a 3D subsurface magnetization model for a large area which was
possible due to access to a higher computational power of a cloud based system.
“Multisensor aero-geophysical survey over Obvious Geological Potential (OGP) and adjoining areas
of the country -a National programme of Geological Survey of India –A new Beginning” by HC Gouda
et al have given a detailed account of aerogeophysical surveys carried out by Geological Survey of
India over the years using Twin Otter aircraft.
Initiation of National Airborne Geophysical Mapping Programme and now ongoing and future programme
of National programme of MultisensorAerogeophysical surveys over Obvious Geological Potential
(OGP)and adjoining areas have been described in detail.
To ensure energy Security of country, sustained efforts to increase the share of nuclear Energy in
Energy Basket of country have been made. To ensure domestic supply of uranium, AMD has utilized
airborne surveys since 1950s and was the first organization in India to utilize Heliborne FDEM, TDEM
and ZTEM technologies to locate concealed uranium deposits. “Role of Airborne Surveys for Uranium
Exploration in India” by A.K. Chaturvedi has given a detailed account of different airborne technologies
used for Uranium exploration in India.
“Airborne Geophysics to meet India’s Water Future” by Shakeel Ahmad et al illustrates the utilisation
of heliborne EM surveys for high resolution National Aquifer Mapping and Ground water Modelling
Programme in India under AQUIM pilot project of Ministry of Water Resources ,
P.R. Radhika et al in their technical paper “Structural Mapping of Kutch Rift basin from Aeromagnetic
data” have described the analysis of Aeromagnetic data of Kutch Rift basin to map the geological details
particularly lineaments which may be related to tectonic history of this rift basin.

V. P. Dimri
A. K. Chaturvedi
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Integrated Interpretation of High-resolution Airborne Geophysical
Survey of Northeastern Burkina Faso
Nasreddine Bournas, Abdoulaye Ouedraogo, Abdoulaye Toure, Alexander Prikhodko*,
Geoffrey Plastow*, Keeme Mokubung*, Jean Legault and Robert Wilson**
BUMIGEB, Burkina Faso, *Geotech Ltd, Canada, **Geotech Airborne Ltd, South Africa,
Email: nasreddine.bournas@geotechairborne.com

Abstract
Interpretation results of a high-resolution airborne geophysical survey carried out over northeastern Burkina Faso
and their integration with available geological and satellite imagery information are used for detailed geological mapping
and mineral resources exploration. The northeast of Burkina Faso is well known for its significant gold potential associated
with Birimian volcano-sedimentary belts and for including numerous base metal, rare metal and precious metal mineralized
occurrences that are mainly associated with the Birimian and Eburnean basement rocks. We have derived a new detailed
litho-structural map of the northeast of Burkina Faso from the airborne geophysical data and their inversion results. The
newly identified fault structures are suggested to have played a key role in the gold mineralization control. Moreover,
several potential kimberlite targets, whose magnetic responses are similar to those observed over known diamondiferous
kimberlite pipes occurring within the study area, were identified and delineated from the 3D magnetic inversion results.
Furthermore, enhanced spectrometric data imaging and their interpretation results have provided new insights into
lithological differentiation and helped detect and delineate new potential uranium targets occurring within the
Neoproterozoic sediments of the Taoudeni Basin and the Eburnean pegmatite and granite of the basement rocks. Finally,
the integration of multi-disciplinary datasets, using robust classification tools, yielded new favourability maps for various
commodities including precious metal, rare metal and radioactive mineralization suggesting that the northeast of Burkina
has a high mineral potential.
Keywords: Airborne survey, Burkina Faso, Birimian Belt, Integration, Favourability.

Introduction
Recently, a high-resolution fixed-wing airborne
geophysical survey was carried out over the northeastern
part of urkina Faso (Sahel region) for geological mapping
and mineral resources exploration as part of the Mining
Sector evelopment Support Program (PADSEM), funded by
the World Bank. Geotechairbone Ltd conducted this
highresolution survey sing a fixed wing platform. Two
Cessna Grand Caravan aircrafts (Figure 1), owned and
operated by Geotech Aviation Ltd were deployed on the
survey area to cover two adjacent Blocks A and D with a
total area of approximately 61,000 km2 (Figure 2). The
airborne survey covered Block D in 2015 and then it was
extended to cover Block A in 2016. The survey was flown
at constant ground clearance of 80 m in average along
traverse lines striking in the NW-SE direction and spaced at
400 m apart. Three high-sensitivity cesium magnetometers
configured in horizontal magnetic gradiometer system were
used to measure the inline and crossline horizontal gradients
of the Earth’s magnetic field and a set of three high-resolution
NaI (Tl) gamma-ray detector-packs, each of 16 L (downward
looking) and 4 L (upward looking) in volume, were utilized
to collect the natural gamma-ray radiations. The collected
geophysical data have been processed and corrected using
industry standards and the survey digital data have been
presented as gridded data at 80 m spatial resolution and as
profiles data along flight lines at a sampling interval of 3.5

m in average for the magnetic data and 70 m in average for
the gamma-ray spectrometric data.
In this paper, we present the airborne survey data results
for the merged blocks (A and D) and the interpretation results
obtained on Block D, first flown in 2015. The interpretation
results have provided new insights into detailed geological
mapping of the study area and helped identify several
potential uranium and kimberlite targets. The integration of
the airborne geophysical survey data with the Landsat
imagery and the available geological maps using modern
integration tools is used for asses the mineral prospectivity
of this area. The derived favourability maps for various
commodities including radioactive minerals, base and
precious metal and rare metal mineralization indicate that
the northeast of Burkina has a significant mineral potential.

Geological setting of the survey area
The northeastern part of Burkina Faso belongs to the
Baoule-Mossi Domain of the West African Craton (WAC),
(Ennih and Liegeois, 2008) and consists of three major
geological units (Castaing et al., 2003a):

• Paleoproterozoic basement underlying most of the area;
• Neoproterozoic sediments of the Taoudeni Basin at the
northern border with Mali;

• Cenozoic Continental Terminal formations at the eastern
border with Niger.
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The Paleoproterozoic basement is comprised of Birimian
volcano-sedimentary belts, volcanic and plutonic rocks
intruded by large Eburnean granitic and granodioritic
complexes. Two major shear zones forming a “Y” shape
structure - the Markoye Shear Zone (MSZ) in the east
(trending in the NNE direction) and the Belahouro Shear
Zone (BSZ) in the west (trending in the NNW direction),
and the Goren “Arch” in the southwest define the overall
structure of the basement (Castaing et al., 2003a;
Tshibubudze et al., 2009 ). Figure 2 illustrates a simplified
geological map of the survey area including the main
structures and the main mineral occurrences (Castaing et
al., 2003a, BUMIGEB, 2013) and the outlines of the flown
blocks A and D. The northeast of Burkina Faso is known as
a gold-rich province, whose mineral potential at the current
stage of knowledge is mainly associated with the Birimian
volcano-sedimentary belts and their intersections with
Eburnean shear zones (Tshibubudze and Hein, 2012). The
area includes eight producing gold mines and numerous gold
prospects (BUMIGEB, 2013). It also contains several other
mineralization types including copper-gold (Cu-Au) and
copper-molybdenum (Cu-Mo) in porphyry occurrences
(Goren region), manganese (Mn) interbedded in
volcanosedimentary beds (Tambao deposit), diamonds, both
alluvial and primary in kimberlite pipes (Barsalogho region),
vanadium-titanium-iron (V-Ti-Fe) in noritic gabbro (Djibo
and Dori regions), lateritic nickel-chromite (Ni-Cr), zinc

(Zn) and various types of base-metal mineralization
occurring in veins and lenses (Castaing et al., 2003a and
2003b; BUMIGEB 2013). However, from the historic work
no uranium mineralization has been reported within the
survey area with the exception of a single radiometric
anomaly (Gontoure-Kiri) identified within the basal
conglomerate of the sedimentary cover in the Oudalan region.

Fig.1. Cessna Grand Caravan aircraft (Geotech Aviation
Ltd.) in operation in West Africa (2016). The aircraft is
configured in horizontal magnetic gradient with three
magnetic sensors; two mounted on both wings and one,on
the aircraft tail. The spectrometer is installed in side the cockpit.

Fig.2. Simplified geological map of northeastern Burkina Faso including the airborne
survey outlines (Blocks A and D) shown in red polygons and the main mineral occurrences
(Castaing et al., 2003a and 2003b; BUMIGEB, 2013).

Integrated Interpretation of High-resolution Airborne

Survey Results
Magnetics
The purpose of the airborne magnetic survey was to
derive a high-resolution total magnetic intensity map and
various transformed maps to help understand the lithological
and structural settings on the study area. The interpretation
efforts were aimed to delineate favourable zones for the
exploration of precious and base metal mineralization (gold,
copper and nickel) associated with faults and shear zones,
to delineate mafic and ultramafic intrusions for the
exploration of iron, vanadium, titanium, chromite and nickel
mineralization and to identify magnetic pipe-like structures,
favourable for diamond exploration.
Prior to magnetic data analysis, a reduction to the pole
(RTP) was performed to the IGRF- removed total intensity
magnetic data, followed by a series of data transforms in
the Fourier domain using standard and enhanced filtering
techniques to facilitate the magnetic data analysis.
The RTP image shown in Figure 3 highlights the presence
of numerous anomalies of various shape, size and
orientation. This image shows that a series of long
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wavelength anomalies are observed in the northern portion
of the survey and correlating with the Neoproterozoic
sediments of the Taoudeni basin. These anomalies, which
are trending in the EW direction roughly, are interpreted
to be caused by deep-seated mafic rocks, and folded
structures occurring along fault and thrust zones that
affect the southern margin of the Taoudeni sedimentary
Basin. There are numerous short wavelength anomalies of
linear and curvilinear shape of either positive or negative
sign. These anomalies are indicated mainly in the northern
portion, in the Oudalan and Gorom-Gorom areas but they
are also observed in the southwest and the southeast. The
strongest anomalies are observed in the northern portion,
within a zone comprised between the Belahouro and
Markoye shear zones that form the “Y-shaped” structure of
the northeast of Burkina Faso. These anomalies are
suggested to be linked to intrusive rocks and dikes of mafic
and ultramafic nature. Moreover, the RTP image highlights
the presence of numerous linear anomalies of very short
wavelength striking in two preferred directions (NE 65° and
NW 60°) and affecting the entire survey area. The nature of
these linear anomalies is suggested to be linked to doleritic
dykes of various ages that were probably emplaced during
a general north-south compression.

Fig.3. Reduced-to-the pole image of the northeast of Burkina Faso showing the survey data
results of merged blocks A and D. Major fault systems are plotted.
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The RTP image indicates the presence several zones
characterized by magnetic low and quite magnetic relief
occurring in the central and southwestern areas
(bluishgreenish zones). These zones are suggested to be
associated with non-magnetic rocks that include Birimian
volcano-sedimentary belts and Eburnean felsic rocks.
Moreover, the RTP image shows the presence of zones
characterized by moderate magnetic intensity and slightly
skewed magnetic relief occurring in the central and eastern areas
(greenish-yellowish zones). These are suggested to be associated
with Eburnean granodioritic and tonalitic intrusions.
The first vertical derivative image derived from the RTP
data and shown in Figure 4 provides further emphasis of
short wavelength anomalies associated with shallowseated
features such as faults, mafic dikes, mafic intrusions and
mafic metamorphic rocks. The presence of mafic rocks
exhibiting strong magnetism is noticeable in the GoromGorom area in the northern portion of the survey area. The
map also shows the presence of strong anomalies of negative
sign in the RTP data indicating more likely the presence of

strong remanent magnetization in the associated rocks. This
type of anomalies is observed in the northern (Gorom-Gorom
and Oudalan areas) and southwestern (Goren Arch) portions
of the survey area. Their nature is likely associated with
effusive volcanic rocks such as dolerite, andesitic and
basaltic flows, which usually carry strong remanent
magnetization.
The analytic signal (or total gradient) defined as being
the square root of the sum of squares of the RTP derivatives
in x- y- and z-directions has proven a very efficient tool for
delineating mafic and ultramafic rocks (Figure 5). Mapping
this type of rocks is important since these intrusions can be
the host of iron-vanadium-titanium and chromite-nickel
mineralization complex. More specifically, this type of
magnetic intrusions is widely present in the Gorom-Gorom
area, in the northern part of the survey area, where known
vanadium-titanium mineralization is hosted by gabbronoritic
intrusions. Furthermore, the analytic signal is used for
detailed structural mapping and lithological differentiation
of the survey area.

Fig. 4. First vertical derivative of the RTP image of the northeast of Burkina Faso showing the
survey data results of merged blocks A and D. Major fault systems are plotted.

Integrated Interpretation of High-resolution Airborne
Additionally to the transformed data, a 3D magnetization
vector inversion (MVI) was performed on the entire
magnetic dataset to provide a 3D distribution of magnetic
properties distribution of the subsurface area. The 3D MVI
inversion was performed with the Geosoft Voxi software
(Ellis et al; 2012) with the aim to:

• Lithological mapping and delineation of large mafic and
ultramafic rocks using a coarse-mesh inversion style (0.5
km cell size);

• Delineation of gabbronoritic intrusions susceptible to host
iron-vanadium-titanium mineralization within the GoromGorom area using a fine-mesh inversion style (100 m cell size);

• Identification and delineation of kimberlite-like structures
within the Barsalogho diamondiferous province using a
fine-mesh inversion style (100 m cell size).
Figure 6 presents the 3D MVI model in perspective view,
and Figure 7 shows the magnetization amplitude depth slice
for the depth of -200m for the entire survey area, extracted
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from the coarse-mesh 3D MVI model (0.5 km cell size).
The magnetization depth slice highlights the presence of
numerous features of various size and magnetization
amplitude. The most interesting features for the exploration
of ironvanadium-titanium mineralization exhibiting strong
magnetization values are identified in the Gorom-Gorom
area, in the northern part of the survey area as shown on the
map in Figure 7.

Radiometrics
The gamma-ray spectrometer data were corrected,
calibrated, NASVD (Noise-Adjusted Singular Value
Decomposition) smoothed (Hovgaard and Grasty, 1997) and
converted to % K, ppm eU, ppm eTh concentrations.
Uranium and thorium concentrations are calculated based
on gamma ray emissions from their daughter elements 214Bi
and 208Tl, respectively assuming radioactive equilibrium
in the decay series. Radio-elemental concentrations and their
ratios were subsequently gridded at 80 m spatial resolution
corresponding to 1/5 line spacing distance.

Fig.5. Analytic signal (total gradient) of the RTP image of the northeast of Burkina Faso showing
the survey data results of merged blocks A and D with the inclusion of major fault systems.
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Fig.6. 3D MVI model for the North-east of Burkina Faso obtained with a coarse-mesh
inversion style (0.5 km cell size).

Fig. 7. Magnetization amplitude depth slice (-200m) from the 3D MVI coarse-mesh inversion style of the
northeast of Burkina Faso with the inclusion of major fault systems.

Integrated Interpretation of High-resolution Airborne
Various techniques were employed for the analysis of
airborne gamma-ray spectrometer data ranging from the
standard analysis of the radio-elemental channels and their
ratios (Wilford et al., 1997) to enhanced colour composites,
and colour space transformations (Jaques et al., 1997).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), (Loughlin, 1991) and
classification techniques (Kesavaraj and Sukumaran, 2013)
were used as efficient tools for detailed lithological mapping
and for the exploration of mineral resources, in general, and
for direct detection of radioactive mineralization, in
particular. The purpose of the airborne gamma-ray
spectrometer survey was to derive a detailed lithological
map of the study area, to identify and detect potential
uranium targets and to delineate favourable zones for the
exploration of other types of mineralization associated with
high radioactivity (REE, rare and special metals etc.).
Figure 8 displays the air-absorbed dose rate image of
the northeast of Burkina Faso. As shown on the map, a zone
of elevated radioactivity (pink colour) is mapped west of
Sebba in the southeast of the survey area. This anomalous
zone that is 30 km wide, 100 km long and stretching in the
NE direction, is suggested to be associated with highly
radioactive Eburnean granitic and pegmatitic intrusions.
Other radioactive zones of smaller size are observed in the
southwestern, western and northern parts of the survey area.
These zones are attributed to various radioactive intrusions
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composed mainly of granite, syenite and pegmatite. It is
worth remarking that several sedimentary units present
among the Neoproterozoic sedimentary formations of the
Taoudeni sedimentary Basin cover (in the northern most
portion) exhibit elevated radioactivity levels. These
radioactive horizons and attributed to carbonate, argillite,
sandstone and conglomerate. By contrast, zones of low
radioactivity (blue colour) observed in the northern, central
and southwestern areas are suggested to be linked to mafic
intrusive and effusive rocks as well as to quaternary alluvial,
eluvial deposits and sand dunes.
Figure 9 presents the RGB ternary spectrometric map of
the entire survey area, (Red=% K, Green= ppm eTh and
Blue= ppm eU) with inferred lithological description. The
strong anomalous zone highlighted in white colour in the
southeast and outlined by the blue rectangle corresponds to
highly radioactive Eburnean pegmatitic intrusions. The
northern portion of the survey area is dominated by a reddish
colour that correlates more likely with a K-rick porphyry
granite, whereas the greenish colour that dominates the
western and southwestern parts of the survey area is
associated with Th-rich granodiorite. The light red colour
observed in the northwestern portion is likely attributed to a
K-rich and U-rich granitic intrusion. Notice, that the
Neoproterozoic sediments of the Taoudeni Basin are mostly
Th-rich.

Fig. 8. Air-absorbed dose rate image of the Northeast of Burkina Faso showing the survey data
results of merged blocks A and D. Major fault systems are plotted.
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Fig. 9. Ternary gamma-ray spectrometric image of the northeast of Burkina Faso with inferred lithological
analysis. The blue rectangle in the southeast marks the outline of potential uranium target-area.
This group includes also metamorphic rocks with similar
Interpretation Results
magnetic signature;
In this section, we present the inversion results of
magnetic and radiometric data for the Block D flown in 2015, • Eburnean granites: they generally exhibit low to very low
magnetic response with very fine texture and no magnetic relief;
whose outline is shown in Figure 2.

Magnetics
Litho-structural interpretation The lithological and
structural interpretation of the magnetic data using
transformed maps and the 3D Magnetization Vector
Inversion (MVI) model has resulted into a new detailed lithostructural map shown in Figure 10. The lithological
interpretation suggests the presence of the following main
units (Bournas et al., 2016):

• Mafic/ultramafic rocks: they are associated with strong
magnetization and exhibit disturbed and skewed magnetic
relief with very fine texture. They usually form small oval
or circular-shaped features easily identified from the 3D
magnetic inversion results. These features are the main host
for Fe-V-Ti mineralization;

• Mafic rocks: they usually exhibit moderately strong
magnetization amplitude with moderately pronounced
magnetic relief with banded texture;

• Birimian volcano-sedimentary belts: they are commonly
associated with low to moderate magnetization and with
generally quiet magnetic relief with moderately coarse
texture. These greenstone belts are often controlled by shear
zones (Markoye, Belahouro and Goren) and represent the
main host for gold mineralization;

• Neoproterozoic sedimentary formations of the Taoudeni
Basin: they are generally associated with low magnetization
and exhibit moderately quiet magnetic relief with a coarse
texture. They host Zn mineralization and they represent a
potential host for uranium mineralization;

• Birimian/Eburnean granodiorites: these intrusive bodies • Mesoproterozoic to Mesozoic doleritic dykes: they are
are associated with moderate magnetization and with more
or less quiet magnetic relief with often banded texture. The
banded texture is probably due to intense metamorphism.

associated with narrow and strong linear anomalies.
Occurring in a large number, they crosscut the entire
formations in two preferred directions NW-SE and NE-SW.

Integrated Interpretation of High-resolution Airborne
The structural interpretation suggests the presence of
numerous fault and dike systems of various age, nature
and direction. The majority of these faults are likely
associated with the “Y” shaped Markoye-Belahouro
structure of northeastern Burkina Faso. Most of these
faults are suggested to have reworked as dextral and
sinistral faults during several episodes from the Eburnean
to the Cenozoic tectono-metamorphic events. They serve
as the main structural control for gold mineralization
(Figure 10).

Mineral Exploration
The magnetic interpretation results have a significant
impact on the exploration of the mineral resources in the
northeast of Burkina Faso suggesting the presence of
numerous potential targets for precious metal, iron and
special metal mineralisation.
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Thirteen mafic intrusive bodies of various sizes, whose
magnetic responses are similar to those, observed over
known mafic intrusive-related Fe-V-Ti deposits (Hoka and
Tin Edia) were identified and delineated. Their shape and
depth were accurately determined from the 3D magnetic
inversion results using fine-mesh inversion style. Figure 11
highlights the analytic signal and the 3D MVI results
obtained for the Tin-Edia vanadium deposit, located within
the Gorom-Gorom area, in the northern part of the survey
area. The vanadium deposit is hosted by a gabbro-noritic
intrusion, whose response is very well defined in the 3D
magnetic results represented by two depth slices at depths
of -200m (Figure 11b) and -300m (Figure 11c) and the 3D
magnetization model (Figure 11d). The 3D inversion results
suggest that the mineralization-related intrusion is stretching
in the NE direction over a distance of approximately 10 km.
They also suggest that the body has significant depth extent
in the down-dip direction.

Fig. 10. Magnetic interpretation results for Block D showing the inferred lithological units
and the interpreted fault and dike systems.
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Fig. 11. Mafic/ultramafic target from Gorom-Gorom area; a) Analytic signal, b) magnetization
amplitude depth slice (-200m), c) magnetization amplitude depth slice (-500m) and d) 3D view
of the 3D magnetization model (magnetization shell of 0.025 SI units) with view looking NE.
The outlines of the magnetic bodies on the horizontal plan are shown in black.
Furthermore, the magnetic data interpretation results
have a significant impact on diamond exploration within
the survey area. Several pipe-like magnetic structures
including the three known diamondiferous kimberlite pipes
occurring in the southwestern portion (Barsalogho area)
have been mapped by using the Keating’s recognition
technique (Keating, 1995; Keating and Sailhac, 2004).
These features exhibit moderately strong circular magnetic
anomalies of various diameters. A finemesh 3D MVI
inversion performed on the identified circular magnetic
structures, confirmed their association with shallow-seated
pipe-like magnetic structures, particularly within the
diamondiferous region of Barsalogho. Figure 12 illustrates
the 3D magnetic inversion results for windowed area from
the Barsalogho diamondiferous area, located in the
southwest of the survey area. The 3D inversion results not
only remarkably mapped known kimberlite pipes
(Barsalogho S and Tamassogo) but also they suggested
numerous other potential targets occurring in the same area.

Radiometrics
Lithological Mapping
The gamma-ray spectrometric data were very helpful for
detailed lithological mapping and for accurate delineation

of various Birimian and Eburnean intrusive rocks
(porphyry and alkaline granites, syenite and pegmatite),
which are susceptible to host several typ es of
mineralization including REE minerals, rare and special
metals. Enhanced imaging techniques and modern
classification tools were effectively used to derive a new
pseudo-geological map of the survey area, in which
magmatic, metamorphic and sedimentary units are clearly
differentiated by their spectrometric signature. Figure 13
presents a lithological interpretation derived from
super vised classificatio n using the gamma-r ay
spectrometric data and the satellite Landsat TM 8 (OLI
8) imagery, available in the NASA site (http s://
earthexplorer. usgs.gov). It includes a number of
eighteen different lithological units corresponding to
the number of lithological units in the available geological
map (Castaing et al., 2003b). Uranium targets inferred
from the spectrometric data analysis and shown as black
spots are correlating with mainly three lithological
units: pegmatite (pink colour), highlighted in the
southeast, biotite porphyry granite (northwest) and
Neoproterozoic sediments of the Irma Formation
(carbonate, dolomite and argillite), in the northwestern
most corner, and the Beli Formation (argillite and
sandstone), in the northern most area.

Integrated Interpretation of High-resolution Airborne

Fig. 12. 3D MVI model for a windowed area of the Barsalogho area (Southwestern
part); a) Analytic signal, b) magnetization depth slice of -200m, and c) 3D
magnetization model in 3D view with iso-surfaces of 0.01 and 0.015 SI units (view
looking NE). The planar maps a) and b) include the location of two known
kimberlite pipes (Barsalogho S and Tamassogo), the outline of newly identified
potential kimberlite targets (in bold line) and inferred faults (in dashed line).

Fig. 13. Pseudo-geological map of the northeast of Burkina Faso derived
from supervised classifications. The blue rectangle in the southeast
marks the outline of potential uranium target-area.
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Uranium Exploration
The gamma-ray spectrometric data interpretation helped
detect and map several uranium targets exhibiting high
uranium concentrations and elevated uranium over thorium
ratios ranging from 1 to up to 3. Three of these targets are
associated with the Neoproterozoic sediments (sandstone,
conglomerate and limestone) of the Taoudeni Basin, whereas
several other targets are occurring within the Eburnean
pegmatitic and granitic intrusions. The spectrometric data
interpretation results suggest the evidence of numerous
strong uranium anomalies occurring in association with
Eburnean pegmatitic intrusive bodies near Sebba that (Figure
14). The anomalous zone is 30 km wide and 100 km long
and is stretching in the NE direction. The individual
anomalies, classified by their uranium intensity and by U/
Th ratio, exhibit elevated uranium levels (>25 ppm eU),
anomalous high potassium levels and low thorium levels.
These anomalies are considered as first priority potential
uranium targets. Ground verification work conducted by the
BUMIGEB in 2016 in the Sebba region has confirmed the
presence of strong uranium anomalies coinciding with the
anomalies detected from the airborne survey.

Data Integration Results
The acquired airborne geophysical data were integrated
with the Landsat TM 8 imagery and available geological maps
using modern classifications techniques, based on supervised
classifications (Campbell and Wynne, 2011). The data
integration analysis was performed with the purpose to obtain
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a detailed lithological map and to delineate favourable targetareas for the exploration of mineral resources in the study
area. Prediction techniques, based on the Maximum
Likelihood classifier (Strahler, 1980), were used to generate
various favourability maps for mineral resources targeting.
The maximum likelihood classifier, being one of the most
robust prediction tools utilizes a set of training areas
encompassing known mineralized zones to engage the
prediction process. The signature of the training areas is then
compared to the signature of each data location and a
likelihood probability ranging from 0 to 1 is assigned to the
data location. The prediction results are presented as
favourability maps showing prospective areas for the
exploration of a specific mineralization type including
uranium, gold, vanadium-titanium, etc.
The gold favourability map shown in Figure 15, indicates
that gold mineralization is likely to occur along the share
zones defines by the majors fault of Belahouro and Markoye
in the northern apart and by the Goren Arch structure in the
southwestern apart. The predictive map also suggest the
presence of several potential areas in the southeast (Sebba
region) and in the north part, close to the border with Mali.
The most prospective zone for uranium mineralization
is located in the southeast of the survey area as shown from
the uranium favorability map in Figure 16. As mentioned
above, this area correlates with potentially mineralized
Eburnean pegmatitic intrusions. Other potential target-areas
of however, smaller size are highlighted in granitic intrusions
(northwest and southwest) and in the Neoproterozoic
sediments of the Taoudeni sedimentary Basin in the
northernmost margin of the survey area.
The V-Ti-Fe favourability map shown in Figure 17
indicates that the Gorom-Gorom area, in the northern part
of the survey area is highly prospective for this type of
mineralization.

Conclusions

Fig. 14. Classified uranium anomalies (coloured circles)
superimposed on the RGB ternary spectrometric
image of the uranium target-area (Figures 12 and 13).
Strong uranium anomalies (red and pink circles)
with elevated U/Th ratios are identified within highly
radioactive Eburnean pegmatitic intrusions
highlighted in bright colour in the ternary image.

The interpretation of the data acquired by a high-resolution
airborne geophysical survey over the northeastern part of
Burkina Faso has given a better understanding of the
lithostructural context of the study area and has provided
new insights into the distribution of various mineralization
types including uranium, base and precious metals, and rare
metals. Several potential uranium targets have been detected
in the Birimian basement rocks and the Neoproterozoic
sediments of the Taoudeni Basin. Moreover, several mafic
intrusive bodies, susceptible to host V-Ti-Fe mineralization
have been delineated and numerous magnetic pipe-like
structures were identified within the Barsalogho
diamondiferous province thus significantly increasing the
diamond potential of this area. The newly derived lithostructural and favourability maps will serve as very useful
guides to assist further exploration programs within this
poorly explored area.

Integrated Interpretation of High-resolution Airborne

Fig. 15. Gold favourability map represented as probability of occurrence in % in colour shaded relief.

Fig. 16. Uranium favourability map represented as probability of occurrence in % in colour
shaded relief.
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Fig. 17. V-Ti-Fe favourability map represented as probability of occurrence in % in colour shaded relief.
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Abstract
ZTEM is a natural field airborne EM technology that is in its 10th year of service and is widely used for porphyry
copper exploration around the world, yet is still considered a new technology. ZTEM uses EM fields generated by
worldwide thunderstorm activity as its primary source field. Its large depth of investigation (>1km), its sensitivity to
weak lateral resistivity contrasts and the relative simplicity of its EM fields for computer modelling are among its
greatest attributes. ZTEM is the only commercially available natural field EM system of its kind to be developed in
nearly 50 years after AFMAG was first proposed in the 1950’s. ZTEM was the first airborne EM method to successfully
detect a blind porphyry copper deposit in Safford Arizona, launching its commercial service in 2007. ZTEM has since
helped discover other blind porphyry copper deposits and is also widely used in unconformity uranium, epithermal gold
and geothermal exploration around the world. The acceptance and study of ZTEM by the university research community,
leading to the development and more widespread use of 2D and 3D ZTEM inversions for interpretation, was an important
key to its success. Several mineral discoveries using ZTEM have recently been brought to light and are discussed. Our
paper traces its development from design innovation to discovery tool and presents case study examples.
Keywords: Airborne natural field EM, exploration, discovery, case study

Introduction
The ZTEMTM (z-axis tipper electromagnetic; Lo and
Zang, 2008) airborne passive EM mapping system (Figure
1) is a helicopter-borne natural field electromagnetic system
that was developed in 2005 and has been in commercial
service since 2007. It provides the deepest penetration of
any proven airborne EM system, and it has consequently
been used for deep resistivity mapping of lithology, structure
and alteration, particularly in porphyry copper exploration
applications (Lo and Zang, 2008; Paré and Legault, 2010;
Izarra et al., 2011; Legault and Wijns, 2016). ZTEM is a
variant of AFMAG (audio frequency magnetics; Ward, 1959;
Labson et al., 1985) and is distinguished by measuring the
combination of a single component of the AFMAG field in
the airborne receiver and the horizontal fields at the fixed
base-station. This design innovation results in an
improvement in signal to noise over standard AFMAG (Lo
A) ZTEM CONFIGURATION

and Kuzmin, 2008), which eventually allowed ZTEM to be
the first commercially-available passive airborne EM system
to be used for mineral exploration in more than 30 years
(Legault, 2012).
Now in its tenth year of application in the mining and
mineral exploration industry, ZTEM represents one of the
core technologies for Geotech Ltd. In fact, ZTEM has been
flown across 6 continents, in over 20 countries, for over
170 mining companies and accounts for 1 in 4 airborne EM
surveys flown by the company since 2007 (Legault, 2016).
ZTEM has been credited with the discovery of several
deposits, including the Balboa porphyry copper gold
discovery at Cobre Panama in 2010 (Burge, 2014; Legault
and Wijns, 2016). Yet since being introduced in 2007, ZTEM
is often still considered a “new” technology. This paper traces
its development from design innovation to discovery tool,
along with some case study examples.

B) ZTEM RECEIVER SENSOR

C) ZTEM COMPACT BASE STATION SENSORS

HY Sensor

2.5m

GPS Antenna
HX Sensor
2.5m
7.2m

Fig. 1. The ZTEM natural field AFMAG EM system: A) Showing ZTEM helicopter system in flight, B) ZTEM
airborne receiver (HZ), and C) ZTEM base-station (HX& HY)sensors (after Legault and Berardelli, 2012).
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Theory and Method
Since the 1950s, magnetotelluric (MT) surveys have
measured horizontal electric and magnetic fields induced
from natural sources which may be treated as plane
electromagnetic waves (Legault et al., 2012). However, the
amplitude and phase of the primary field is unknown. By
processing the electric and magnetic fields to a complex
impedance tensor, the unknown source terms are removed
and the transfer functions are dependent upon frequency and
the earth’s conductivity. Magnetovariational (MV) methods
are an extension of the MT concept, whereby the transfer
functions between the horizontal and vertical magnetic
fields:

Hz (r) =Wzx (r)Hx (r) + Wzy (r) Hy (r),
form a complex vector often called the Weiss-Parkinson
vector, induction vector, or tipper. Similar to the impedance
tensor for MT data, the tipper effectively removes otherwise
unknown source terms. Since the vertical magnetic field is
zero for plane waves vertically propagating into a 1D earth
model, non-zero vertical magnetic fields are directly related
to 2D or 3D structures (Legault et al., 2012).
This served as the basis for the original development of
the audio-frequency magnetic (AFMAG) method (Ward,
1959) whereby two orthogonal coils were towed behind an
airborne platform to determine the tilt angle of the plane of
polarization of natural magnetic fields in the 1 Hz to 20
kHz band. The natural magnetic fields of interest originate
from atmospheric thunderstorm activity and propagate over
large distances with little attenuation in the earth-ionosphere
wave guide. Given the tilt angle is zero over a 1D earth, the
AFMAG method was effective when crossing conductors.
However, the direction and amplitude of the natural magnetic
fields randomly varies with time and periodically with
season, meaning AFMAG data were not repeatable (Ward
et al., 1966). By using MT processing techniques for groundbased orthogonal horizontal magnetic field measurements,
Labson et al. (1985) demonstrated that repeatable tipper data
could be recovered from measured magnetic fields (Legault
et al., 2012).
The AFMAG method of Labson et al. (1985) remained
largely undeveloped until the recent commercialization of
ZTEM systems by Geotech. ZTEM measures the tipper
components as the transfer function of a vertical magnetic
field measured from an airborne receiver to the horizontal
components measured at a ground-based reference receiver
(Holtham and Oldenburg, 2008):

Hz (r) =Wzx (r, r0)Hx (r0) + Wzy (r, r0) Hy (r0),
AFMAG uses naturally occurring audio frequency magnetic
fields from worldwide atmospheric thunderstorm activity as
the source of the primary field signal, and therefore requires
no transmitter (Ward, 1959). The primary fields resemble
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those from VLF EM (McNeill and Labson, 1991) except
that they are not man-made, are at lower frequency (tens &
hundreds of Hz versus tens of kHz), are pseudo-random
rather than cyclically repetitive, and are usually not as
strongly directionally polarized. The EM fields used in
AFMAG have the unique characteristic of being uniform,
planar and horizontal, and also propagate vertically into the
earth, up to several km, as determined by the magnetotelluric
(MT) skin depth (δS) according to Vozoff (1972):

δ = 503 *Ö (ρ / f ) metres
s
where ρ is the bedrock resistivity (ohm-metres), ƒ is the
frequency of measurement (hertz) and δS is the depth where
the amplitudes of the EM fields are reduced to 1/e (37%) of
their surface values. A reasonable rule of thumb estimate
for the depth of investigation for MT is taken to be
approximately equal to 1.5 times the skin depth (Spies,
1989).
In the ZTEM system, the time series of the magnetic
fields are recorded at fixed sampling rates and the data are
binned and processed to generate in-phase and quadrature
transfer functions in the frequency-domain (i.e., tippers for
ZTEM). The lowest frequency of the transfer functions
depend upon the effect of wind shear on the airborne platform
(noise), and the highest frequency depends on the sampling
rate. For helicopter-borne or fixed-wing ZTEM, transfer
functions are typically obtained at five or six frequencies
from 25/30 Hz to 600/720 Hz, giving skin depths ranging
between 500 m and >2000 m for typical terrain conductivities
(Legault et al., 2012).

History of Development
Airborne AFMAG survey started in the late 1950’s by
Canada’s McPhar Geophysics Ltd: Its unique characteristic
was that it did not require a transmitter, using lightning as
its EM field source (Ward, 1959). But AFMAG was
essentially abandoned in 70’s-80’s-90’s as an exploration
tool, due to repeatability and data quality issues. In 2000,
after a nearly 30 year absence from the mineral exploration
industry, Geotech decided to design a better AFMAG system,
using modern technology and signal processing tools. Its
receiver design combined an earlier “Hawk” broadband
frequency domain acquisition system, and the 24-bit digital
acquisition module for its innovatively new VTEMTM timedomain EM system (Witherly et al., 2004). Test results using
the early system prototype (Figure 2a) were encouraging,
but its receiver coils were not sensitive enough, i.e., too
small, too few windings, and rudimentary suspension system.
A version with larger coils was developed and tested in
2001.New Coils, new suspension system, orientation sensors
and electronics were all redeveloped and undertook testing
with AFMAG at the Reid-Mahaffy geophysical test range,
near Timmins, in 2002 (Lo and Kuzmin, 2008).

Tracing the ZTEM Airborne Natural Field
Following the results of 2002, Geotech took time to assess
the data and modified the electronics and suspension of the
airborne system. A tail and drag skirt assembly was added
to the bird and a base station unit was built (Figure 2bc).
Results of ground tests and airborne trials over the Sudbury
area in 2004 results were presented to OMET (Kuzmin et
al., 2005). The AFMAG system was still not commercially
viable. However, survey trials showed that the use of remote
base-station for HX& HY measurements improved the tipper
signal/noise by approximately 10x. This discovery directly
led to the development of ZTEM in 2006 (Lo and Kuzmin,
2008).
By the time the 2005 OMET report on the 2004 AFMAG
system was completed, the new ZTEM design, the 4 TH
generation AFMAG system, was already being designed
(Figure 3a). In 2006, the new configuration called “Z-TEM”
(Z-axis Tipper EM) system (later renamed ZTEM) replaced
the onboard HZ-HX-HY receiver coils in the earlier AFMAG
bird with a combination of: a) larger single vertical HZ
air-coil, and b) fixed base station HX-HY receiver coils. The
earliest ZTEM airborne (Hz) coil was 7.2 metres, which
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remains unchanged to this day, 10 years later. Early ZTEM
had base station coils (HX-HY) same size as airborne coil
(Figure 3b; Thomson et al., 2007) but this proved impractical
and eventually smaller more portable base stations (Figure
1c) were implemented in later commercial systems (Legault,
2012).
The Fixed-Wing (FW) ZTEM system (Legault, 2012) was
the next airborne AFMAG development in 2011 and is
intended for improved efficiency in more regional geologic
mapping applications. The FW ZTEM system uses an
identical data acquisition system as the helicopter version
but obtains vertical (HZ) component data using a redesigned
(3x4m) air-coil receiver (Figure 3c), suspended below a
Cessna Grand Caravan fixed-wing aircraft, using a
retractable cable, winch and cradle system (Figure 4a). In
its newest adaptation, the helicopter ZTEM-magnetometer
towed-bird system has been successfully paired with the GT2A airborne gravimeter on-board an Astar AS350-B3
helicopter platform, to create an integrated helicopter ZTEMgravity-magnetic receiver system (Figure4b) for mineral
exploration surveys and regional mapping (Legault et al, 2016).

Fig. 2. A) AFMAG receiver prototype in 2000, B) AFMAG mobile receiver prototype in 2004,
with tail assembly, and C) AFMAG base station prototype, with cover removed,
from 2004 field trials in Sudbury, CAN (after Kuzmin et al., 2005).

Fig. 3.A) ZTEM z-axis receiver prototype, Geotech Aurora office in 2006 (after Lo and Zang, 2007,
B) First published image of ZTEM z-axis receiver (foreground) and ground-based reference coils
(background), Cochrane, Ontario in 2006 (after Thompson et al., 2007), C) ZTEM Lite receiver
sensor, adapted from fixed wing (FW) towed-bird receiver (after Legault et al., 2016).
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B) Integrated Helicopter ZTEM Gravity-Magnetic

A) FW-ZTEM Fixed-Wing System Configuration

System Configuration

Fig. 4.A) FW-ZTEM Fixed wing system during field trials in Arizona, USA in 2011 (after Legault, 2012),
B) Integrated helicopter ZTEM-Gravity-Magnetic system aboard during field trials at
Vredefort, RSA in 2016 (after Legault et al., 2016).
copper deposits in the Safford region of Arizona. The
From Innovation to Discovery Tool
Lone Star copper deposit (966 Mt @ 0.25% Cu) was
After final successful testing of its ZTEM prototype at notably buried below Tertiary volcanics, yet the ZTEM
its Cochrane, ON test range, in 2006, Geotech determined system unambiguously detected a robust anomaly
that ZTEM was possibly better suited for large, low coincident with the large blind porphyry Cu deposit
contrasts targets, such as porphyry copper deposits, (Figure 5; Lo and Zang, 2008). This provided proof of
instead of the small, very high conductance deposits concept of ZTEM’s ability to map the alteration halos
originally targeted (i.e., magmatic nickel) for the surrounding the porphyry copper orebodies below cover.
technology. And so it took its system to Arizona in More than 24,000 line-km of ZTEM were subsequently
summer, 2007 where Phelps Dodge Corp. offered to test flown in Arizona in 2007-08 and this successfully
ZTEM over its Lone Star-San Juan-Los Pobres porphyry launched ZTEM into commercial surveys.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 5. First published exploration success of ZTEM at Dos Pobres-San Juan-Lone Star porphyries,
in Safford porphyry copper district of Arizona: A) Simplified geology, showing location of major
porphyry copper deposits and ZTEM survey lines, B) 3D view of ZTEM Karous-Hjelt (KH) conductivity
shells and porphyry copper deposit outlines; C) 3D view of ZTEM KH conductivity shells that
surround drill holes into the Lone Star deposit (after Lo and Zang, 2008).

Tracing the ZTEM Airborne Natural Field

ZTEM Case Studies
Following the successful initial trials for porphyry
copper exploration in Arizona, the 1ST ZTEM surveys in
Canada were initially over buried unconformity uranium
deposits in northern Saskatchewan, Canada. At UEX
Resources’ Rioux Lake uranium prospect, along the
northern edge of Athabasca Basin, complexly folded,
deeply buried graphitic argillites were successfully
mapped along the Black Lake Shear Zone, hidden below
500m-700m thick sandstones by ZTEM (Figure 6c). The
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ZTEM results (Figure 6a) also compared very favourably
relative to helicopter time-domain EM (Figure 6b) and
provided a proof of concept for the application of ZTEM
to deeply buried unconformity uranium deposits. These
were among the first ZTEM test results to be presented,
at SEG, by Legault et al. (2009). ZTEM was shown to have
mapped the Saskatoon Lake Graphite that hosts the
AREVA-UEX Resources 2.1Mt (1.5% U 3O8) Colette,
Kianna and Anne zone unconformity uranium deposits
at >700m depth at Shea Creek (Figure7), near Cluff Lake,
Saskatchewan (Legault, 2011).

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 6. Rioux Lake unconformity uranium project, Saskatchewan: A) ZTEM in-phase total divergence
(DT) image at 90Hz, in comparison with B) HTEM mid-late-channel dBZ/dt amplitude image,
C) Resistivity cross-section from 2D inversion of ZTEM data along L3010, shown in
Fig. 6ab (after Legault et al., 2009).
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A) SHEA CREEK – 3D PLPL RESISTIVITY

B) SHEA CREEK - ZTEM IN-PHASE TPR (30Hz)

C) SHEA CREEK –ZTEM 2D RESISTIVITY INVERSION & 90 Hz XIP-XQD PROFILES

Fig. 7. Shea Creek unconformity uranium project: A) Resistivity-depth slice (-500m) from pole-pole resistivity over
Shea Creek (after Koch and Nimeck, 2008); B) ZTEM total phase rotated tipper image (30Hz) over Saskatoon Lake
Conductor, showing Colette, Kianna and Anne uranium deposits, C) 2D resistivity section from 2D inversion, showing
dipping conductor below Kianna Zone at >700m depth (Legault, 2011).
The Rioux Lake case-study paper at SEG was also the use in the mineral exploration community.
first to showcase the application of the Wannamaker 2D
inversion code (de Lugao and Wannamaker, 1996) for New Discoveries
analysing ZTEM data (Figure6c). Holtham and Oldenburg
(2010) showed that 3D ZTEM inversion could be used to
In spite of widespread use of ZTEM over the last decade
more accurately image the potassic and phyllic alteration, and many successful case-study applications over porphyry
relative to 2D inversion (Figure 8cd) at Thompson Creek copper deposits, such as Pebble in Alaska (Paré and Legault,
Metals’ Mt Milligan alkalic Cu-Au (603 Mt @ 0.19 Cu + 2010), Copaquire in Chile (Izarra et al., 2011), and Kemess
0.35 g/t Au) porphyry deposit (Steffler et al., 2009).Figure in BC (Witherly et al., 2016), as well as several other deposit
8d shows how 3D inversion image reflects well the major types, it has only been recently that discoveries have been
geologic contacts, including the west-dip (Holtham and announced using the system. In 2012, the first announcement
Oldenburg (2010). Indeed an important key to the success that ZTEM was successfully used to target drilling was the
of ZTEM has been its acceptance and study by the university blind Maoba discovery at the Liamu porphyry project in
research community, who quickly led the development of Papua New Guinea (Figure 9) for Goldminex Resources in
new 2D and 3D inversion modeling tools (Holtham and joint-venture with Vale S.A. (Goldminex, 2012). Hole
Oldenburg, 2008; Legault et al., 2009; Paré et al., 2012; MABDH002 at the Maoba Prospect targeting coincident
Wannamaker and Legault, 2014) for the interpretation of strong ZTEM conductive and magnetic anomalies yielded
ZTEM in multi-dimensions, and their eventual widespread 59 metres @ 0.16% Cu at 186 metres (Figure9b).
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A) Mt Milligan Vertical Geologic Cross-Section

B) ZTEM 90Hz TPR & Magnetic 1VD

C) ZTEM 2D Resistivity Cross-Section

D) ZTEM UBC 3D Conductivity Cross-Section

Fig. 8. ZTEM results over Mt Milligan Cu-Mo porphyry, British Columbia: A) Geologic cross-section across
MBX stock, showing drill-holes, B) ZTEM 90 Hz In-phase TPR and magnetic 1VD image, C) ZTEM resistivity
cross-section from 2D inversion (all images after Steffler et al., 2009), D) ZTEM UBC 3D resistivity section
over MBX (after Holtham and Oldenburg, 2010).
(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 9. Maoba prospect at Liamu porphyry Cu project, PNG: A) Soil geochemistry over Liamu project,
showing location of Maoba, B) ZTEM 3D conductivity model and MABDH002 discovery hole, and
C) Drilling of Maoba prospect (after Goldminex, 2012).
In 2014, Inmet-Minera Panama announced (Burge, 2014)
the 2010 discovery of the Balboa porphyry copper deposit
at Cobre Panama (Figure 10)using ZTEM as the primary
targeting tool, making it the first porphyry copper discovery
to be attributed solely to ZTEM. Unlike the four other Cobre
Panama deposits (Figure 10ac), Balboa did not respond to
either soil geochemistry or aeromagnetics (Figure 10c), yet
its ZTEM conductive anomaly is clearly defined(Figure 10a)
and Balboa is well imaged using 2D-3D inversion(Figure
10d) Legault and Wijns, 2016). JSC Kazgeology announced

the blind discovery of the Altynshoki porphyry copper
deposit (Figure 11ab) in the Karaganda region of Kazakhstan
in 2016 using ZTEM (Legault, 2016). And most recently, in
June, 2017, Highlands Pacific Ltd, in joint-venture with
Anglo American, announced the discovery of copper-gold
porphyry-skarn mineralization in drilling of coincident multielement soil anomalies and ZTEM conductive anomalies
(Figure 11cd) over the Fin zone at their Star Mountains
project, adjacent to the OK Tedi Cu porphyry deposit in
Papua New Guinea (Highland Pacific, 2017).
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A) Cobre Panama - ZTEM TPR & Deposit Outlines

B) Balboa Deposit Cross Section – Sulphide & Ore Shel

C) Cobre Panama – Magnetic RTP & Deposit Outlines

D) Balboa ZTEM 3D Resistivity Cross Section & Deposit Outline

Fig. 10. ZTEM results over Balboa Cu-Au porphyry at Cobre Panama: A) ZTEM 360Hz In-phase TPR anomalies,
showing deposit outlines and drill holes, B) Balboa deposit cross section, showing drill-holes, and sulphide ore shells,
and C) Magnetic RTP (reduced to pole), (all images after Burge, 2014), D) ZTEM 3D resistivity section over Balboa
deposit, showing orebody outline (Legault et al., 2016).
A) Altynshoki Cu Porphyry – ZTEM 2D Inversions

C) Star Mountain Cu-Au Project Location

B) Altynshoki - ZTEM 3D Resistivity Voxel

D) Star Mountain Unfin Zone – ZTEM TPR & Drilling

Fig. 11. Kazgeology JSC Altynshoki Cu Project, Kazakhstan: A) ZTEM 2D resistivity sections, showing 800m deep
discovery drill hole, and B) ZTEM 3D resistivity voxel from 2D inversions (courtesy JSC Kazgeology); Highlands
Resources Star Mountain Cu-Au Project, PNG: C) Fune and Unfin mineral tenements and property location (inset),
showing Ok Tedi Cu porphyry deposit; D) ZTEM In-phase TPR image, on shaded DEM model, showing location of
discovery hole in conductive anomaly at Fune Cu prospect (Highlands, 2017).
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Conclusions

Goldminex, 2012, Liamu project drilling update: Goldminex
Resources Ltd. press release, www.goldminex.com.au.

ZTEM is a natural field airborne EM technology that
uses EM fields generated by worldwide thunderstorm
activity as its primary source field. Its large depth of
investigation (>1km), its sensitivity to weak lateral resistivity
contrasts and the relative simplicity of its EM fields for
computer modelling are among its greatest attributes. It has
now been 10 years since ZTEM was first introduced and
>15 years since Geotech embarked on the development of
airborne AFMAG technology, starting with a lightweight,
heli-slingable prototype in 2001. Since then, ZTEM has seen
wide-spread use around the world. Due to its large depth of
investigation and sensitivity to lateral resistivity contrasts,
ZTEM is ideally suited for exploring for large (>1km dia.)
deeply buried ore deposits, such as porphyry copper, but
also unconformity uranium, epithermal gold and geothermal
exploration. In its first porphyry application ZTEM was able
to unambiguously identify the buried Lone Star deposit in
Safford, Arizona, which was a proof of concept for the
technique. ZTEM has since been flown for 170 mining
companies in over 20 countries. The acceptance and study
of ZTEM by the university research community, leading to
the development and more widespread use of 2D and 3D
ZTEM inversions for interpretation, was an important key
to its success. ZTEM has recently been credited with several
mineral discoveries including the Balboa porphyry at Cobre
Panama in 2010, the Maoba porphyry prospect at Liamu,
PNG, in 2012, at Altynshoki porphyry prospect in
Kazakhstan in 2016, and the Fin porphyry-skarn prospect
at Star Mountains, near OK Tedi, in PNG, in 2017.

Highlands Pacific, 2017, Star Mountains exploration
campaign to be extended: Highland Pacific Ltd. press
release (www.highlandspacific.com).
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Abstract
The Pontes e Lacerda area in Mato Grosso state, Brazil, lies at the southwestern end of the Amazon Craton and is a
known gold district. The area comprises Paleo-Mesoproterozoic crust (1.8 to 1.4 Ga) with the major crustal
sub-divisions being the Jauru Terrane, Santa Helena Batholith, Rio Alegre Terrane and Paraguá Block. The area has
undergone a complex tectonic history. The eastern boundary of the Rio Alegre Terrane is a normal ductile shear zone,
including Metaconglomerates from the Fortuna Formation where the gold occurrences are located.The area lies at low
magnetic latitude (-12°) and the high resolution magnetic data, obtained from CPRM, show characteristic complex
dipole anomalies, also suggesting the presence of remanence or other magnetization effects. The magnetic data were
inverted using Geosoft’s VOXI-MVI inversion service to create a 3D subsurface magnetization model with more than
35 million cells with dimension 150x150x75m at the surface. The resultant model allowed the identification of the main
geological and structural features at the surface, as well as possible sources at depth beneath the Rio Alegre Terrane and
Paraguá Block.
Keywords: SW Amazon Craton, Aeromagnetic data, Magnetization Vector Inversion

Introduction
Access to the latest advanced geophysical inversion
techniques using the power of cloud-based computing is
changing the way high resolution 3D inversion is used in
the mineral exploration workflow. Prior to the advent of
cloud computing, large 3D inversions were rarely
performed due to the time and expense involved, and
hence were usually only used at advanced stages in an
exploration project. The availability of cloud-based 3D
inversion technology has significantly reduced the time
and expense involved in running inversions, and they are
being increasingly used at much earlier stages in the
exploration cycle, such as prior to initial drilling. The
increased access to online computing power has also
allowed the development of Magnetization Vector
Inversion (MVI), a significant advance when inverting
magnetic data from areas of low magnetic latitude or with
complex remnant or demagnetization challenges. We
illustrate these advantages using an example from the
Pontes e Lacerda area in Mato Grosso state, Brazil
(Fig. 1). The area lies at the southwestern end of the
Amazon Craton and is a known gold district, with a
number of gold discoveries and is the focus of additional
exploration activity. The study area coincides with
topographic Sheet SD.21-Y-C, 1:250.000, Pontes e
Lacerda. High resolution magnetic data, obtained from
CPRM, were inverted using Geosoft’s VOXI inversion
service to create a 3D subsurface magnetization model
that can be used to guide further geological exploration.

Fig.1. Location map with study area shown in red

Geological Background
The study area is located in the southwestern Amazon
Craton (Fig. 2), where it is formed by the junction of PaleoMesoproterozoic crust (1.8 to 1.4 Ga): Jauru Terrane, Santa
Helena Batholith, Rio Alegre Terrane, Paraguá Block
(Fernandeset al., 2005). There are various theories of the
tectonic evolution of this complex region, but most authors
are agreed on a combination of accretion of arcs and microblock collisions (e.g. Geraldeset. al., 2001, Bettencourt
et.al., 2010).
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The Eastern part of the study area is dominated by the
Jauro Terrane, consisting of volcano-sedimentary sequences
and a variety of intrusions (Leite& Saes, 2000), including
the AguasClaras Granodiorite. The metavolcanicsedimentary rocks include komatite, metabasalt, schist,
metatuff, and banded iron formations (BIFs; Ruiz,
2005).TheseBIFshave a strong magnetic response,
manifesting as dipolar anomalies.
In the central area can be found the Santa Helena
Batholith comprising calc-alkaline rocks ranging from
granodiorite to evolved granites (Geraldeset al. 2001). The
batholith trends NW-SEand shows a generallylow magnetic
response (Fig. 2).
To the west of the Santa Helena Batholith, the Rio Alegre
Terrane is a narrow belt of mostly vocanic and
metamorphosed mafic-ultramafic rocks, including gabbros,
basalts and dacites (Leite& Saes, 2000).
At the eastern boundary of the Rio Alegre Terrane the
contact is a normal ductile shear zone, well defined in the
geophysical model. There are also metaconglomerates from
the Fortuna Formation (Fernandeset al., 2005), where the
gold occurrences are located, and metamorphic rocks of the
Pontes e Lacerda Group (Ruiz, 2005).
The Paraguá Block further east consist of
Paleoproterozoic basement including gneisses and schists
interspersed with Mesoproterozoic granitoids (Bettencourt
et. al., 2010).

Bordering the Paraguá Block to the extreme southwest,
Holocene sediments covers the region, preventing the
surficial characterization. The same occurs in the northern
and southern borders of the Rio Alegre Domain (Saes, 1999).

Magnetic Data
This study was conducted using airborne magnetic data,
provided by CPRM. The data were flown in 2008 with a
N-S flight line orientation at a height of 100m relative to the
terrain and with a 500m flight line spacing (Fig. 3). The
data were gridded using a minimum curvature algorithm with
a cell size of 125m.
The eastern part of the magnetic anomaly map (Fig. 3) is
characterized by a long wavelength background field,
negative in the north and positive to the south, punctuated
by shorter wavelength dipole anomalies likely corresponding
to the basalts and Banded Iron Formations within the Jauru
Terrane. In the centre of the map we start to observe some
isolated north and north-west trending short wavelength
linear anomalies, and some of the known gold deposits lie
along these trends. Further west, the north and north-west
trending fabric becomes more pronounced once we pass the
eastern boundary of the Santa Helena Batholith. A number
of shorter wavelength dipole anomalies can be seen in the
south-central part of the map, corresponding to the Rio
Alegre Terrane. In the southwest corner of the map, the
Paraguá Block area is characterised by a more distinct linear
pattern of anomalies, with both east-west and northwestsoutheast trends. The area lies at a magnetic latitude of -

Fig. 2. Tectonic map of the study area after Fernandeset. al., 2005.
Coloured symbols show the known mineral deposits.
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Fig. 3. Magnetic anomaly map of the Pontes e Lacerda area of SW Mato Grosso.
Symbols indicate mineral occurences.
12°, so we would expect to see an increase in east-west
trending anomalies and more complex dipole anomalies.
This type of anomaly field can also be observed in southern
India (Johnson & Aisengart, 2014). The inverted polarity
of some of the shorter wavelength anomalies also suggest
the possible presence of remanent or demagnetisation effects.

Methodology
The usage of inversion applied to magnetic data is
becoming an ordinary procedure and easy access to rapid
inversion services mean that inversions can be run at much
earlier stages in the exploration cycle, often as soon as the
processed magnetic data become available. In the example
we present here, we forego any traditional 2D interpretation
methods and jump straight to creating a 3D model of the
magnetisation distribution.
In areas with low latitude and/or in the presence of
remanence, inverting for the magnetization vector – MVI
(Ellis et al., 2012)– has already been shown to generate more
reliable results than inverting for traditional susceptibility

(Aisengart, 2013; Barbosa & Pereira, 2013; Johnson &
Aisengart, 2014). The access to a higher computational
power of a cloud based system permits rapid inversion for
the full magnetization vector at high resolution, even for
large areas such as this one. We used an initial cell size of
150x150x75m with the z-dimension of the cells gradually
increasing with depth. The full model was 1083x750x44
cells, giving rise to a total of35,739,000 cells. Using the
Geosoft VOX-MVI inversion service, the inversion took
approximately 7 hours to run – a process that was previously
impossible without a supercomputer cluster. Two passes of
Iterative Reweighting Inversion (IRI) focussing were applied
to sharpen the final model (Ellis et.al., 2012)
The relationship between the widely spaced lines (500m)
and a low flight height (100m) is likely to cause aliasing
problems for the shorter wavelength anomalies (Reid, 1980).
In order to minimize these, the data were upward continued
150m, making an effective minimum source-sensor
separation of 250m and the ratio of separation to line spacing
of 0.5. This is the minimum recommended for a total field
survey (Reid, 1980).
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Results
Figure 4a shows the results of the inversion as a 3D block
of MVI susceptibilities. The surface distribution clearly
reflects the north to northwest trending anomaly pattern seen
in the magnetic anomaly data (Fig. 3) as a more coherent
trend through the centre and west of the area. This appears
to reflect the normal ductile shear zones that form the
boundary of the Rio Alegre Terrane. The distinctive
susceptibility pattern in the southwest portion of the map
overlays the Paraguá Block in that area.

Telma Aisengart
6000m and 8500m depth. The continuation to depth of these
bodies in the western portion of the map is clear and quite
distinct from the changing susceptibility patterns in the centre
of the map (Fig. 5b). In the eastern part of the area, over the
Jauru Terrane, a number of isolated bodies, also extending
to depth can be seen (Fig. 5c). Theseare probably related to
metamorphic rocks from the Alto Jauru Group and Alto
Guaporé Complex and may also relate to Granites and
Granodiorites from theÁguasClarasIntrusive Suite.

(a)

When we examine the higher susceptibility areas, by
clipping the 3D model to values >0.015 SI (Fig 4b) we see
a different story at depth: A number of more magnetic bodies
extend from close to the surface to depths greater than 8500m
beneath the Rio Alegre Terrane and Paraguá Block,
suggesting possible basement structures beneath the
Holocene sedimentary cover in the area.
We can examine these features further by taking depth
slices horizontally through the model (Fig. 5) at 1000m,

(a)
(b)

(b)
(c)

Fig. 4. (a) MVI susceptibility model resulting from the
inversion (1083X750X44 cells) and
(b) with susceptibility values clipped> 0.015 SI underlain
by the lithology map of CPRM (2014)

Fig. 5. Elevation slices of the model at
(a)-1000m, (b)-6000m and (c)-8500m.

High Resolution Inversion of the Magnetization
The MVI technique also allows us to recover the
direction of the magnetization vector, and this can be
illustrated using variable length 3D arrow symbols as shown
in Figure 6. The variable directions of the arrows illustrate
the complex nature of the magnetization directions, and
suggest a great deal of remanent and other effects in the
area. Given the complex and relatively poorly understood
tectonic history of this part of the Amazon Craton, this is
hardly surprising, but serves to illustrate that any
interpretation of magnetic data in the area should not ignore
these effects.
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Bordering the Rio Alegre Terrane, where the contact
is made by normal ductile shear zones, the model shows
magnetic bodies aligned with the NW-SE structural
trends.
Despite the extensive Holocene sediment coverage in
the greater part of the western area, the resulting
geophysical model has shown a strong magnetic response
at depth, indicating a possible presence of the basement
corresponding to the Paraguá Block and Rio Alegre
Terrane.

Fig. 6. Lithological map (CPRM, 2004) with magnetization vectors and vertical sections through the model.

Conclusions
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Introduction
GSI has been carrying out regional to semi-regional
aero-geophysical surveys over selected prioritised blocks
using its fixed wing Twin Otter Airborne Survey System
(TOASS), and recently with DHRUV Heliborne system to
undertake more detailed surveys. However, it is being
realised since many years that India’s national aerogeophysical coverage is severely lagging compared to many
developed and numerous developing countries viz.,
Australia, Canada, United Kingdom, Ireland, Finland,
Kosovo, Tanzania, Malawi, Nigeria etc. where programmes
for regional and detailed (follow up) aero-geophysical
surveys have been executed for systematic mineral
prognostication. Thus, GSI has embarked on the
implementation of a new multi-phase national programme
i.e., “Multisensor aero-geophysical surveys over Obvious
Geological Potential (OGP) and adjoining areas” over the
next few years. This ongoing project of GSI is a spinoff of
the earlier national level programme “National Airborne
Geophysical Mapping Programme (NAGMP)” which was
conceived in 2010 and could not be launched due to
constraints. Similar surveys are planned to be extended to
areas outside OGP in coming years, in order to prepare an
uniform composite aero-geophysical (magnetic and
spectrometric) maps of the entire country, to make it on par
with other major countries, achieving the objective of the
NAGMP project.
Airborne geophysics, especially when integrated
with modern geological and geochemical and
geomormorphological databases, provide an essential input
for enhancing mineral exploration programmes and in turn
attract foreign investment in exploration of minerals and
energy resources. There are innumerable success stories in
different parts of the world, eg, demand for exploration
licences in Mozambique and Namibia witnessed direct link
to the release and availability of high-quality
aero-geophysical data.
A range of airborne geophysical survey techniques are
commonly employed to gain an indepth understanding of
the geology and both surface and near surface structural
features leading to better understanding of mineral
environment. The primary surveys invariably incorporate
magnetics and radiometrics methods, flown at 250-300 m
line spacing and at a flying height of 80-120m for high

resolution data, quick coverage and affordability. They
permit a wide range of instruments to be used and
amalgamation with other exploration/mining data. In UK
and Europe, fixed wing aircraft/helicopter with a
combination of geophysical instruments (eg. magnetic
+radiometric +electromagnetic) are routinely used to provide
additional data on the associated environment (waste),
groundwater and other resources.
On the same concept, this ambitious national project
funded by the National Mineral Exploration Trust (NMET)
was taken up with an initial pilot project flagged up on 7th
April, 2017. A three-year programme has been designed to
acquire magnetic (horizontal gradiometer) and gamma-ray
spectrometer data over selected areas of Obvious
Geological Potential (OGP), covering approximately
813,000 km2 through outsourcing. To achieve this, many
airborne Project Implementation Agencies (PIA) are
engaged to provide the necessary capacity for conducting
the surveys during the six to seven month flying season of
each year available in India. During and after each flying
season, the data would be processed, compiled and
interpreted by the quality control (QC) experts of each PIA
at the central data centre established at RSAS premises
in Bangalore. At every stage, the quality of data acquired by
each PIA would be validated by an experienced international
technical quality control (TS-QC) appointed for this sole
purpose. The total responsibility of validating the ultimate
products prepared by the PIAs and identifying potential areas
in each block for subsequent detailed survey is vested on
the TS-QC consultant. In each step, the scientists of GSI
not only act as security officers for each aircraft, they will
be imparted hand on training in both field and laboratory
the modern techniques of data acquisition, processing,
quality control and ultimately the nuances of integration of
various layers with the aero-geophysical layer to achieve
the goal of identifying most potential areas of mineral
prognostication.

Airborne Geophysical Surveys- Approach for
mineral Investigation
Worldwide best practices (Reford et al. 2009; Reford et
al. 2010; Nyakaana, et al. 2007) for targeting the areas of
highest mineral potential through airborne geophysical
surveys are,
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• To conduct regional surveys consisting aeromagnetic and

• Subsequently, low-altitude aero-geophysical data was

spectrometric sensors mounted on a fixed wing platform
with the nominal spacing of 300 to 500 m at an altitude
of 80 to 120 m height AGL to identify small blocks for
follow up heliborne surveys.

acquired under the contract with Bureau de Recherches
Geolgiques et Minieres (BRGM)/ Compagnie Generale
de Geophysique (CGG) of France during 1971-72 for
base metal investigation. The surveys were conducted
with 500m line spacing at an altitude of 120 m AGL
with magnetic, spectrometric and Time Domain
Electromagnetic sensors (INPUT system) covering i)
southern part of Aravalli region in Rajasthan and Gujarat,
ii) Gadag-Chikkanayakanahalli schist belt of Western
Dharwar Craton, Karnataka, iii) Harda, Sidhi and
Malanjkhand areas in Madhya Pradesh, iv) PhularParsori area, Maharashtra.

• Follow-up surveys over highest potential areas, chosen
on the basis of available geological, geochemical and
geomorphological data and information on mineral
forming environments, engaging more detailed magnetic/
radiometric, time-domain and frequency-domain
electromagnetic, gravity and gravity gradiometry
deployed preferably on Heli-platform. The survey
parameters are optimized based on the terrain condition,
geology, overburden and target. The tight survey
parameters generally adopted are 50-200 m line spacing
and the survey heights at 90 m AGL with the towed birds
placed at 30 m AGL.

Status of Aero-Geophysical Survey coverage by
GSI

• During 1978-82, GSI acquired low and high altitude
data through National Geophysical Research Institute
(NGRI) using magnetic sensor with a line spacing
varying from 1 km to 2 km at altitudes ranging from 150
m AGL to 1500 m above mean sea level over part of
Cuddapah basin, Narmada-Son-Lineament region and
Meghalaya Plateau.

Remote Sensing and Aerial Survey Division (RSAS)
(erstwhile AMSE Wing) of Geological Survey of India (GSI)
is mainly engaged in airborne geophysical surveys for the
acquisition, processing and interpretation of magnetic,
gamma ray spectrometric, time domain electromagnetic and
gravity data. The interpreted aero-geophysical data is further
integrated with remote sensing and geological data on GIS
platform. The integrated data with the identified and
prioritized blocks are taken up for ground evaluation and
finally, subsurface exploration by test drilling.

• During 1981-1995, high-altitude data was acquired by

Geological Survey of India has been a pioneer and the
first organization in India when it launched the first project
“Operation Hard Rock (OHR)” in 1967 to cover hard rock
terrains of Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Bihar,
Jharkhand and West Bengal for investigation of mineral
prospects through airborne geophysical surveys. Since then,
it has been a long journey for GSI and subsequently several
major programmes have been executed. The major airborne
surveys carried out by GSI are (Fig.1; Table-1; GSI, 2013)

(TOASS) from Canada during 1986 along with state-ofthe-art hardware and software for data acquisition,
processing and interpretation of airborne data.
Subsequently the system was upgraded during the year
1998 and 2012. Since 1986, GSI has been acquiring the
data for its own mineral exploration, R & D programmes
and also for the other agencies like Oil and Natural Gas
Commission (ONGC) and Oil India Limited (OIL). The
TOASS surveys have employed mainly the magneticspectrometric-EM (Frequency domain) sensors till 1998
and magnetic-spectrometric sensors after 2000. The
system has acquired mainly the low altitude data with
the line spacing of 500 m at an altitude ranging from 50
to 150 m. Very low altitude data acquired at an height of
50 – 60 m AGL prior to 1998 had an advantage to record
the signals in the frequency domain EM system (Tridem).
The system had a limited capacity in probing the ground
and was not of much useful later, due to the flying
restrictions of 150 m AGL imposed by DGCA, which
hampered the quality of EM data. TOASS has also
acquired high altitude data for ONGC and OIL along
Indo-Gangetic alluvial planes, foot hills of Himalayas
and over Naga hills and Indo-Burma Ranges.

• Low-altitude aero-geophysical data under the project
“Operation Hard Rock” (OHR) through the contractual
agreement with M/s Ralph M Parsons Co. of USA was
acquired during 1967-68. The surveys were carried out
with a line spacing of 500-1000 m, at an altitude of 61122 m above ground level (AGL) employing magnetic,
spectrometric, Time Domain Electromagnetic (INPUT
system)/ Frequency Domain sensors. The surveys
covered i) the Aravalli cratonic region, ii) eastern part
of Cuddapah basin, Nellore and Khammam greenstone
belts in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, iii) Mica belt in
Bihar and Jharkhand and iv) Singhbhum mineral belt of
Jharkhand and West Bengal.

GSI through National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA)
under the project of National Programme for
Aeromagnetic Surveys (NPAS) covering a major part of
southern Indian Peninsular between 8°-25° N latitudes
excluding the area occupied by the Deccan Traps, with
a line spacing of 4 km and altitudes ranging from 1500
m to 3000 m employing Magnetic sensor.

• GSI acquired its own Twin Otter aircraft survey system

Multisensor aero-geophysical survey over Obvious

Fig. 1. Map showing status of aero-geophysical surveys carried out by GSI
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Table- 1. Aero-geophysical survey coverage by GSI
Coverage
Sl. No.

Project

Period

Area (Sq. Km.)

Line Km (km)

1

OHR

1967-1968

93,395

1,44,462

2

BRGM/CGG

1971-1972

76,460

1,43,507

3

NGRI

1977-1982

1,67,024

1,09,558

4

NRSA

1981-1995

13,68,894

3,73,189

Concept of National Airborne Geophysical
Mapping Programme (NAGMP)
GSI and other sister organisations have carried out
regional and detailed aero-geophysical surveys over specific
blocks/areas with varied survey parameters/resolution using
various systems at different times that would hardly help
in generating countrywide uniform basic geoscience
databases of both magnetic and radiometric data for the users
and stake holders engaged in mineral exploration activities.
Therefore, it was unanimously opined by all the organisations
of India to build a basic airborne geophysical database
(magnetic and spectrometric) of the nation, like Australia,
Canada, United Kingdom and Ireland to use the data
effectively for enhancing exploration programmes. In 2010,
a concept of National Airborne Geophysical Mapping
Programme (NAGMP) took shape when M/s.Geo Resources
Technologies Consultants Private Limited (GRTC),
Hyderabad submitted a proposal to MoM for preparation of
the aeromagnetic map of India under public private
partnership (PPP). The Secretary, MOM agreed in principle
to the project, and emphasised that the project is very
important and needs to be taken up for generation of
aeromagnetic database for the whole country on a uniform
mode. The project was discussed in detail in the high level
expert committee meetings consisting of members from GSI,
AMD, IIG, NGRI, ONGC ad OIL. A concept note on the
project was submitted to cover the entire country including
the Peninsular Plateau, Indo Gangetic plains, Northern
mountain region, Territorial waters and Exclusive Economic
Zone(EEZ), covering 55.9 lakh sq. km (Fig. 2; Table-2).
Initially the project was named National Aeromagnetic
Mapping Programme (NAMP), which was changed to
National Airborne Geophysical Mapping Programme
(NAGMP), after inclusion of Gamma ray spectrometric and
Gravity surveys along with the magnetic surveys.
The process of selection of a consultant for the
preparation of expression of interest (EOI), Detailed Project
Report (DPR), Global Tender Documents and Final Contract
Agreement was completed in June, 2012. However, due to
budgetary constraints it could not take off. The expert
committee also felt during the meetings that instead of using
the legacy data acquired through regional airborne surveys
carried out by the different institutions, it is necessary to cover
the areas once again with uniform survey parameters using
state of the art geophysical equipment for the following reasons.

· Positional accuracy: The acquired of aero-geophysical
data in earlier years (prior to 1996) with Doppler’s
navigation were having lower geographical accuracy
compared to the present GPS based navigation.
· Varied survey parameters/resolution : Previous surveys
carried out in the country have varied resolution due to
different flight heights and line spacings.
· Operational issues: For smooth operations, the smaller
gap areas falling between the areas already covered cannot
be excluded from flying.
· Advancement in the technology: Geophysical sensors
and the data acquisition system used in previous surveys
had limitations in terms of sampling rate and the
resolutions. The advancement in the technology of the
present generation systems and sensors obviously have
an edge over the sensors and systems of older generation.

Fig.2.Map showing physiography of different terrains of India
Table-2.Areas to be covered under the NAGMP programme
Areas to be covered

Area (in sq.km.)

Peninsular Plateau with coastal plains

17,70,000

North Great plains

7,00,000

Northern mountain region including

5,00,000

Himalayan region
Territorial Waters

3,14,400

EEZ area

23,05,143

Total

55,89,543
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Due to the delays in the launching of NAGMP and the
increasing demand to cover the entire India by airborne
geophysical surveys, it was proposed to carry out airborne
geophysical surveys over the OGP areas of India in a short
time. Thus, GSI has embarked upon the implementation of a
multi-phase aero-geophysical national programme over next
three years to prepare a composite aero-geophysical (magnetic
and spectrometric) map of the entire OGP which will be
extended to other parts of the country in the coming years.

National Programme of “Multisensor AeroGeophysical Surveys over Obvious Geological
Potential (OGP) and Adjoining Areas”
The conventional geological methods for mineral
exploration in hard rock areas is not supplementing the
expected results and hence the aero-geophysical surveys are
being considered as the only tool to scan large areas to tap
the hidden or concealed mineral resources. Mineral deposits
which have surficial manifestations have been explored and
exploited, sustaining human civilization over several
millenniums. Therefore, it has now become imperative world
over to look for deep seated concealed mineral resources
and also intensifying exploration activities to meet the
ever-growing need of the industry.

Definition of OGP Areas
The OGP areas are selected by GSI on the basis of hard
rock occurrences, regional geological-tectonic setting and
recorded presence of historic mineralization and/or mining
activity. Essentially the OGP areas correspond to major
cratonic blocks and intervening mobile belts, as well as major
regional tectonic zones. The primary purpose of the OGP
aero-geophysical surveys is to collect high-quality data to
support the identification of target areas for mineral
exploration, for both metalliferous and precious metals. It
is planned that the results of the aero-geophysical survey(s)
will be incorporated into the National Aero-Geophysical data
base hosted by GSI and integrated with existing geological,
geochemical, ground geophysical and satellite data, to
identify areas of high prospectivity for detailed follow-up
investigations, exploration and ultimately exploitation.
As shown in Fig. 3, the OGP survey areas comprise
geographically discrete blocks that are typically irregular in
shape and inhomogeneous in respect of their geology albeit
characterised by relatively poorly exposed crystalline
basement lithologies and volumetrically significant younger
cover sequences. This is a situation that lends itself perfectly
for investigation through high-resolution airborne
geophysical surveys.

Areas of Obvious Geological Potential
India comprises of five separate regions characterised
by composite terrains of crystalline basement corresponding

Fig. 3. Map showing Obvious Geological Potential areas
either to major cratons or mobile belts, or both, which are
known to host base metal and/or precious metals in a range
of geological environments (Fig. 3). The characteristics of
the various regions are summarised in Table-3 below. Area
of NER poses significant terrain challenges and will be
covered by heliborne surveys at later date.
The baseline geoscience data generation carried out by
GSI so far has resulted in identification of 8.13 lakh sq. km
which has larger potential to host basemetal, precious metals
and diamond bearing host rocks.

Objective of the Proposed Survey and Sensors
to be used
The main objective of this aero-geophysical survey is to
cover the whole OGP areas at a short time span and to quickly
identify areas to be taken up for more detailed heliborne
surveys with the ultimate aim of prognostication areas of
high mineral potential. This will serve as an important tool
for enhancing exploration work for mineral sectors and also
to make available the aero-geophysical data for various stake
holders through the National Data Repository. It is very
essential to have such data/ maps of entire OGP areas at the
earliest possible, to provide aid to exploration activities. This
will not only enhance the exploration activities in the country
but also attract huge foreign investments in the mineral
sector. Government of India has visualised to enhance the
contribution of mineral sector towards the GDP from 2 to
6%.
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Table-3. Characteristics of the five regions

Survey Block
Southern
Region

Area
SR

Western
Region

WR

Central
Region

CR

Eastern
Region

ER

Northeastern
Region

NER

Geological Features of Blocks
Dharwar Craton (DC), divided into Eastern (EDC) and Western Dharwar (WDC) Cratons by
the 2.5 Ga calc-alkaline Closepet Granite, comprises classic granite-greenstone-terrain.
Variable structural trend but dominantly N-S to NNW-SSE. Recorded mineralisation, gold
and U-REE in the EDC and base metal, Mn-Fe with Cr-Ni-PGE in the WDC.
Southern and Central Aravalli Craton, predominant NNE-SSW structural trend parallel to
Phulad Lineament which separates Craton into western Marwar and eastern Mewar Cratons,
former extensively covered by younger sequences that include major suite of felsic volcanics.
Mewar Craton comprises banded gneiss, granulite and younger granite plutons with
Proterozoic fold belts (Aravalli and Delhi) with recorded polymetallic base-metal deposits,
(Cu)Pb-Zn mineralisation.
Bundelkhand Craton and western part of Bastar Craton. Former comprises major granite
pluton and granitic gneiss extensively covered by younger sediments containing recorded
alluvial diamonds. Granite hosts Pb-Zn-Cu mineralisation. Craton comprises multi-phase
tonalite-granites rimmed by belts of supracrustals including BIF units and volcanic
successions. Base metal mineralisation and Mn-Cu, recorded. Dominant structural trend is
ENE-WSW to E-W where exposed.
Singhbhum and Bastar Cratons with fringing Eastern Ghats Mobile Belt (EGMB) in the
south and Singhbhum Mobile belt in the north. Craton comprises Archaean granites with
major inclusions/rafts of banded TTG gneiss overlain by supracrustals and major BIF units.
Extensive base-metal and Fe-Mn mineralisation plus uranium is recorded. Major shearing
with variable but predominantly E-W structural trend is marked. EGMB is a NE trending belt
dominated by granulite facies rocks and charnockites broadly divisible into four parallel zones
including migmatitic zone. Numerous alkaline plutons and recognised ophiolitic remnants
recorded. Base metal (Fe-Cu) mineralisation as well as chromite is present. The belt has
dominant NE-SW structural trend.
Shillong Plateau plus extension of Satpura Mobile Belt. Poorly exposed but comprises
Precambrian gneiss and granulites; prominent E-W structural trend. No recorded metalliferous
mineralisation, however, some non-metallic and/or industrial minerals present.

Plan of Execution
The OGP areas of around 8.13 lakhs sq.km is split into
12 blocks (Fig. 4) and the quantum of work is presented in
the Table-4. The aero-geophysical surveys over the OGP
areas is initiated through a pilot project in 2017 and
subsequent two years the remaining eight blocks (5 to 12)
would be completed. The details of the year wise coverage
is shown in Fig. 4 and Table-4.

Mode of Execution
The project is executed by outsourcing through global
tendering and selecting agencies for acquiring the aerogeophysical data, processing interpretation and submission
of the final maps and reports. An external independent
consultant (TS-QC) is engaged who along with GSI scientists
will associate and monitor the execution of the project to
maintain the quality at par with current International
standards.

Data Quality Check
The airborne geophysical data is checked daily for its
quality and correctness. The quality check reports including
the re-flying of certain lines, if any, and precautions to be
taken during survey are completed on the same day by night,

so that next day’s survey operations take note of the quality
report of the previous day.

Processing of the Data
The processing of data is taken up at the RSAS premises,
Bangalore, equipped with high speed computers, software
and other required infrastructure arranged by the PIAs and
TS-QC consultant. The processing of data involves various
corrections to flight path, magnetic and gamma-ray
spectrometric data.

Map Preparation
The final maps would be prepared after processing of
all types of data and all the maps are generated on the 50 K
or 250 K scales. The hard and soft copies of maps of various
themes would be generated and different layers would be
overlain for identifying target areas.

Data Archiving
The raw, processed and interpreted survey data in digital
form and soft copies of all the maps generated along with
gridded data will be archived for future use. All types of
data will be stored in the national data repository for easy
archival and utilisation as and when required.

Multisensor aero-geophysical survey over Obvious
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Deliverables
The service provider will be responsible for the following
deliverables.
a) Processing and interpretation of the survey data carried
out as per the latest international standard using the
state of art technology.
b) Integration of the available legacy data sets (geological,
geochemical, satellite, ground geophysical etc.), on GIS
platform to identify the potential mineralized blocks.
c) Preparation of various filtered/derived maps. Modeling
of aero-geophysical data.
d) Preparation of the final maps of all the geophysical data
along with the final report by incorporating the various
stages of data acquisition, processing and interpretation.
e) Identification of potential blocks for carrying out high
resolution multisensor geophysical surveys (follow up
survey) with suitable platform, sensors and survey
parameters followed by the processing and interpretation
of the data.

Fig. 4. Map showing blocks to be covered in Obvious
Geological Potential and adjoining area

f) Archival of all the raw and processed data on suitable
media in triplicate.

Table-4. Year wise blocks and area/line km coverage in
OGP and adjoining areas

g) Train the GSI officials during the execution of the project
to aid in capacity building of GSI officials.

Year

Blocks

1

1 to 4

206,024

755,421

2

5 to 8

316,836

1,161,732

3

9 to 12

290,740

1,066,047

Total

1 to 12

813,600

2,983,200

Current status of OGP Surveys
A consultant M/s Paterson, Grant & Watson Ltd.
(PGWL), Canada was engaged to prepare the Detailed
Project Report (GSI, 2016), manage the tendering process
and identify the suitable Project Implementing Agencies
(PIAs) to execute the project.
A pilot project is being taken up in 2017 to cover four
identified blocks (Fig. 4; Blocks 1 to 4) covering an area of
2,06,024 sq. km. and 7,55,421 line km. Three PIAs have
been identified through global tendering process. M/s.
McPhar International Pvt. Ltd., (India) with partners EON
Geosciences Inc., (Canada) and Kiwi Air Ltd., (New
Zealand) was awarded two blocks (Block 1 & 4), M/s.
Geoken Ltd (Kazakhstan) with partnership with Helica s.r.l.,
(Italy) and Secon Pvt Ltd., (India) was awarded Block-2
and M/s. IIC Technologies Ltd., (India) along with
Géophysique GPR International Inc. (Canada) and Goldak
Airborne Surveys (Canada) was awarded Block-3. Total cost
of this pilot project is estimated as Rs. 111.34 crores
including the cost of a highly experienced international TSQC consultant comprising a consortium of M/s. PGWL,
Canada, M/s. International Geoscience Services, (IGS), U.K.
and M/s Datacode, India .

Total Area (km2) Total Line-km

The surveys over Block-4 was initiated by M/s. McPhar
International Pvt. Ltd. during the month of April, 2017. So
far, a total of 86,800 line km of data has been acquired in
the Block-4. This data was QC checked by the TS-QC
consultant and duly approved by GSI. The surveys were
suspended due to the onset of monsoon rains and will be
resumed in the month of August, 2017. The 1st year pilot
project for blocks 1 to 4 is expected to be completed during
April 2018.

Future Programme
The surveys over blocks 5 to 12 (Fig. 4) will be taken up
in the year 2 and 3 during 2017-18 and 2018-19. The global
tendering process to identify the PIAs and TS-QC consultant
for the year 2 blocks (5 to 9) has been initiated, the surveys
are expected to commence during October 2017 and the
project is likely to be completed by November 2018.
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A project for detailed heliborne geophysical surveys
are planned over the blocks to be selected from the areas
(1,35,422 sq km) which were left out of the OGP project
due to their bigger sizes and the data acquired in these
areas is of high resolution. The total area includes areas
were covered by GSI (60,422 sq km) and areas (75,000 sq
km) covered by M/s. Geoscience Australia for Govt. of
Odisha. A TS-QC consultant will be engaged for studying
and interpreting the geophysical data in these areas for
identifying blocks for detailed heliborne surveys with
suitable sensors and survey parameters. The consultant
will also prepare a DPR, manage the tendering process to
identify the PIAs, Supervision, co-ordination and QA/QC
of compilation, processing, integration and interpretation
by the PIAs at Bangalore. The areas of highest mineral
potential identified through these will further be investigated
through detailed ground geophysical surveys and drilling
wherever required.

Conclusions
This national programme of aero-geophysical surveys
in India has opened a new chapter in the mineral exploration
history and the data will be made available in public domain
for all stake holders. This important milestone will give
boost to the mining sector and quantum jump to contribution
of mining sector to GDP.
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Abstract
Energy is deeply implicated in each of the economic, social and environmental dimensions of human development.
The prosperity that economic development brings, in turn, stimulates demand for better quality energy services. With
growing demand of sustainable clean energy resources worldwide, share of nuclear energy in energy basket of India has
to be increased considerably in a short time. The impetus in uranium exploration activity over last few decades has
significantly added to knowledge of uranium geology and nature of Uranium deposits. Bulk of the world uranium
resources are attributed to Proterozoic Uranium unconformity related deposits of Canada and Australia, Middle Proterozoic
“Iron Oxide Breccia Complex (IOB) and Phanerozoic sandstone type Uranium deposits. Proterozoic and Phanerozoic
basins of India have shown promising results in hosting uranium deposits which are located by extensive exploration
efforts.
Uranium exploration is a multi-stage and multi-disciplinary approach ranging from regional investigations to
establishing of a uranium deposit. Recent advancement in geophysical methods and instrumentation has led to resurgence
of uranium exploration activity in both Greenfield and Brownfield exploration areas. New technologies development
such as development of GPS and software for rapid data processing, modelling and data inversion encourages new
strategies and approaches in the field of uranium exploration. High resolution Heli borne Electromagnetic (AEM),
magnetic and radiometric surveys are valuable tools in geological mapping and are being increasingly used in India for
understanding geological setting and delineation of target areas for uranium exploration.
Keywords: Uranium Exploration, Airborne Surveys, TDEM, Gamma Ray spectrometric, Integration

Introduction
Uranium minerals apart from high densities (up to 9.7
g/cm3) and radioactivity have no other physical property
permitting direct detection. Deep seated uranium deposits
cannot be detected directly by gamma ray spectrometry
technique, as it is limited to a measurement which at best
only arises within the first 30 cm of rock or, 60 cm of
alluvium. Geophysical exploration for uranium is, therefore,
indirect and focused on associated structures, alteration and
rock types. Geophysical signature of structure, host rocks
and large envelop of alteration halos around uranium
deposits often do exhibit some measurable physical property.
Chemical properties are included to cover properties
measured by radiometric surveys, which estimate
abundances of potassium, thorium and uranium. Densities,
magnetic susceptibilities and electrical conductivities for
several ore minerals, ore-associated minerals and common
rock types associated with uranium deposits at depth can be
estimated by Airborne Magnetic, TDEM, Gravity and
AFMAG (Audio-frequency Magneto-Telluric) methods.
Airborne geophysical survey initiated in India in early
1950s that witnessed rapid progress since then. Various
agencies like Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration
& Research (AMD), NGRI, NRSA and GSI have explored

important areas of Indian shield by air-borne geophysical
surveys, but vast swath of terrains are yet to be covered.
Atomic Mineral Directorate for Exploration and Research
(AMD) of Department of Atomic Energy is one of the earliest
adopters of the airborne geophysical survey technology for
its uranium exploration program. AMD is pioneer in
developing airborne surveys capability in the country. Since
1950s, AMD has covered an area of about 5.365 lakh km2
(till March 2004) by high sensitivity Airborne Gamma Ray
Spectrometry (AGRS) and Aero-magnetic (AM) surveys.
High resolution Heliborne Time-domain Electromagnetic
(TDEM), Frequency Domain Electromagnetic (FDEM),
Magnetic and AGRS were initiated in AMD in the year 2007
and about 3,25000 Line Km has been covered till date in
various parts of the country. Interpretation of these
geophysical data sets has led to a better understanding of
the large to intermediate scale geological setting and
exploration modeling for uranium mineralization.
AMD successfully acquired the heliborne high resolution
magnetic, gamma ray spectrometric and time domain
electromagnetic geophysical data over different parts of the
country with advanced systems like time domain
electromagnetic (TDEM) / frequency domain
electromagnetic (FDEM), magnetic and gamma ray
spectrometer. So far, AMD has generated approx. 3,25000
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line km of high resolution geophysical data over different
important geological domains viz., Cuddapah Basin, Bhima
basin ,Kaladgi basin,North Delhi Fold Belt, Aravalli Fold
Belt, Singhbhum Shear Zone, Chhattisgarh Basin, Bijawar
Basin, Shillong Basin ,parts of Satpura Gondwana basin etc.
utilizing its heliborne geophysical system and also in
association with National Geophysical Research Institute
(NGRI) and other multinational companies for its uranium
exploration program. Several target areas have been
identified based on integrated interpretation of these data
sets using the state of the art technology like 3-D modelling
and inversion of EM data and are in the process of further
exploration.
AMD procured heliborne geophysical system comprising
magnetometer, gammaray spectrometer, VTEM –Time
Domain Electromagnetic system, Gravimeter, DGPS and
navigational instruments. VTEM system is a helicopterborne Time Domain Electromagnetic (TDEM) system with
concentric loop transmitter receiver geometry. The system
utilises a coil as receiver, measuring the time derivative of
the magnetic (dB/dt) field used to map and delineate sub
surface conductivities. However, extremely good conductors
have very lowdB/dt responses and are much better resolved
by the induced magnetic (B) field. The B-field can either be
measured directly or calculated by integrating the dB/dt
response. This calculation of the B-field was recently
introduced to the VTEM system.
Details of different techniques, data set acquired, their
significance and certain results are discussed below:

Airborne Gamma ray Spectrometry
Airborne gamma ray spectrometric data provides
information about distribution of K,Th and U which is
directly interpretable in terms of surface geology. It is a
surface technique only and its interpretation requires an
understanding of the nature of surficial material and its
relation with bedrock geology. Only gamma rays emanating
from top approx. 30 cms from below the earth surface can
be detected. Gamma ray interacts mainly due to Compton
scattering and its flux decreases exponentially with distance
from the source. Hence measurement of Gamma radiation
by airborne surveys can be effectively measured up to 250
mtrs of air.
Almost all rocks and soils are radioactive and emit
gamma radiations. There are three main terrestrial sources
of gamma radiations. Potassium is measured directly while
concentrations of Uranium and Thorium, presuming
equilibrium, are measured by one of their daughter products.
Uranium is measured indirectly by measuring concentration
of Bi 214 through its energy peak at 1.76 MeV. Thorium is
measured indirectly by measuring concentration of Tl 208
through its energy peak at 2.62 MeV.
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AGRS data reflects averaged surface concentration over
an area of few hundreds of square meters comprising of
different rocks, overburden, soil, moisture, water and
vegetation and depends upon the height of platform and
topography. AGRS values are typically much lesser than
actual radio elemental concentrations however AGRS ratio
values are quite closer to ratio of radioelements
concentration values on ground. Ratio patterns are important
as they enhance subtle variations in radio elemental
concentrations which are related to wall rock alteration and
lithological variations. Usefulness of Airborne Gamma ray
Spectrometric data to geological mapping and mineral
exploration depends on extent to which radio elemental
distribution relates to bedrock differences and the extent to
which these are recognisably modified by mineralising
processes and also to extent to which bedrock radioelement
content is reflected in surficial materials which can be
spatially related to bedrock. (Shives et al, 1995).
Airborne gamma ray spectrometric data is very useful
in surficial geological mapping, exploration of uranium, rare
elements, rare earths, precious metals, base metals and also
in monitoring of environmental radiations.
There are significant advancement in modernization of
the AGRS equipment to digital electronics. The new
generation of gamma ray spectrometers are built around fully
digital electronics utilizing field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) and digital signal processors (DSP) technologies.
The digital electronics is inherently more stable since all
filtering is performed in the digital domain with filtered data
resolution of more than 20 bits. The digital filtering is
independent of temperature, component tolerances and
analog potentiometer adjustment making the output more
accurate and more precise. With the high bit resolution, it is
possible to make corrections for non-linear energy
conversion effect in the NaI(Tl) crystals and produce linear
spectra. Medusa Sensor Technology has for several years
offered a smaller, lighter gamma-ray sensor that uses CsI
crystals (instead of the more-common NaI). The higher
capture ratio of the denser CsI makes up in some part for
the lost signal due to smaller crystal volume and they are
more robust and less sensitive to temperature. (Hodges, D.G.,
2017)
Processing of airborne gamma-ray data requires the
removal of background radiations which are not from
terrestrial sources. Contributions to the background radiation
include cosmic rays, radiation associated with the aircraft
itself and atmospheric radon, and methods to remove all
these background elements are well established .
Inter channel corrections are applied to remove the
contribution of higher energy source to lower energy
channels and it is also referred as stripping ratio. Further,
the impact of the distance from the source to the detector
needs to be accounted for. Radiation from the surface of the
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earth is attenuated as it passes through the air, the rate of
attenuation of the count rate being dependent on the energy
of the gamma-ray and the distance between the source and
the detector adjusted for pressure and temperature. A
variation in the survey height above ground occurs due to
drape flying over rugged terrain.
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The potassium optically pumped magnetometer operates
on a single, narrow electron spin resonance (ESR) line with
relatively high Lamour frequency (7Hz / nT). For potassium,
the spin resonance lines do not overlap whereas for cesium
they are much broader and overlap resulting in a potassium
magnetometer sensor having virtually no dependence on

Fig. 1. Ternary Radiometric Image of part of Srisailem sub basin, Cuddapah
Basin depicting Geological setting

Airborne Magnetics
Aeromagnetic surveys at largest reconnaissance scale are
the most common airborne surveys. Early use of airborne
magnetic and gravity methods in oil exploration was to map
sedimentary basin thickness but newer high resolution
surveys are used to investigate basement trends and intra
formational structures. Airborne magnetic surveys are used
at just about every conceivable scale and for a wide range
of purposes. Regional and detailed magnetic surveys
continue to be a primary mineral exploration tool in the
search for diverse commodities, such as iron, base and
precious metals, diamonds, molybdenum and titanium.
In airborne surveys generally cesium vapour optically
pumped magnetometer are used although recently the
potassium alkali vapour has been introduced.
The scalar magnetic value of the earth’s magnetic field
is measured at an optimal angle between the optical axis of
the magnetometer and the direction of the geomagnetic
field. Departure from the optimal angle causes a shift in the
Larmor frequency with a corresponding error in the scalar
magnetic value. A way to minimize this error is by using
a split-beam technique that can be flown in a non-oriented
or ‘strapdown’ configuration. Such a magnetometer has
a sensitivity of 5 pT, with sensor noise of less than 20 pT, at
a sampling rate of 10 Hz and has the capability to measure
ambient magnetic fields in the range of about 15,000 to more
than 105,000 nT.

sensor – field orientation and does not require calibration.
Potassium’s narrow spectral lines, results in an order of
magnitude higher sensitivity of 1pT / Hz1/2 and sampling
interval of 20 Hz. (Fairhead, J.D et al 2017)
These magnetometer sensors are lightweight and they
can be installed in appropriate parts of a fixed wing aircraft
e.g. ends of the wings and/or rigid tail stinger and on
unmanned airborne vehicles .Ease of taking up gravity and
magnetic surveys from the same platform has greatly added
to the efficiency and cost of data acquisition making such
surveys common in mineral exploration.
Total field magnetic gradient systems are in operation,
but in recent years there have been few breakthroughs in the
application of measured total field gradients. High sensitivity
SQUID-based magnetic tensor gradiometer has been
developed by Anglo-DeBeers and likely to be widely
available in the future.
Aeromagnetic data is very strong tool in understanding
the concealed geological setting of the potential area beside
identifying certain direct mineralization such as iron oxidecopper-gold deposits, skarns, massive sulphides and heavy
mineral sands, for locating favourable host rocks or
environments such as carbonatites, kimberlites, porphyritic
intrusions, faulting, hydrothermal alterations and for general
geological mapping of prospective areas. Aeromagnetic
survey has proved essential in displaying the spatial
distribution and relative abundance of magnetic minerals
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and nonmagnetic minerals in the upper levels of the crust
which can help in the visualization of the geology and
geological structures of the upper crust of the earth.
Another economically important use of the magnetic
method is mapping of buried igneous bodies as they have
have higher susceptibilities than the rocks they intrude.Since
igneous bodies are frequently associated with mineralisation

a magnetic interpretation can be the first step in identifying
favourable areas of mineralisation.
In sedimentary basins, magnetic data is an important
tool to study basin structure. It is commonly possible to
estimate depth to basement and map basement structure.
Marker beds having greater than average magnetite, if displaced
or folded, can be very useful in tracing faults and folds system.

Fig. 2. High Resolution Aeromagnetic Total Intensity Image of part of Cuddapah Basin

Fig. 3. High Resolution Aeromagnetic Total Intensity Image of part of Singhbhum Shear Zone
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Airborne Elecromagnetic Surveys
Airborne electromagnetic (AEM) surveys have become
increasingly popular in the exploration industry for both
direct and indirect detection of mineralization. Of all the
geophysical methods, Electromagnetic (EM) methods, both
ground and airborne are used to map the conductive ore
bodies buried in the resistive bed rock. Mapping
conductivity/resistivity variations can help unravel complex
geological problems and identifying hidden mineral
potential. Both active and passive (natural field) EM
methods have increasingly been used for exploration of
uranium, base metal and precious metals like gold and
diamond.
Electromagnetic methods essentially have a transmitter
that carries a current that varies in magnitude as a function
of time. This current has an associated (primary) magnetic
field that has similar time dependence. According to
Faraday’s law of induction, this time varying field induces
currents in conductive features in the ground. These currents
have an associated (secondary) magnetic field that can be
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detected by an electromagnetic receiver. There is no need
for the transmitter or the receiver to be placed on the ground,
so electromagnetic systems can be mounted on aircraft and
used to cover large areas quickly and efficiently. There are
several standard performance measures for transient Electromagnetic systems and one of the most important is the signal
to noise ratio (S/N).
Other technical aspects in terms of importance
are:1)Dipole moment which principally affects depth of
penetration of transmitted currents, while the achieved depth
depends also on the geo-electrical environment;2 )
Waveform (width and area of the transmitted pulse)
determines induced and off-time residual currents and so
the response;3) Off-time width is responsible for the
observable range of conductance of the TEM response. The
S/N ratio is determined by all these factors and the physical
and electrical characteristics of the target, as these determine
the signal level. Therefore an increase in the signal strength
by simply increasing the transmitter dipole moment is not
in itself sufficient to improve the maximum depth of
investigation.

Fig. 4. Heliborne Time Domain Electro magnetic Systems
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In last 10-15 years, heliborne EM surveys have been
widely used all over the world and there are number of Heli
TEM system which have been effectively utilised for
exploration of base metals, kimberlites and Uranium.
VTEM, Heli GEOTEM, AEROTEM, SKYTEM and
X-cite are few important systems available in different parts
of world. There have been considerable Research and
Development efforts to improve these systems to get
signatures from deeper parts of the earth. Increase in Dipole
moments by increasing diameter of Transmitter loop,
improvements in digital electronics, full waveform, lowering
of base frequency, larger off time and streaming of data are
some new developments.
Most of the uranium in the world is associated with
Proterozoic Basins as their depositional environment is
suitable for uranium mineralization. For instance the
Athabasca Basin Canada accounts for 30% of high grade
uranium production in the world. In the Athabasca Basin,
hydrothermal alteration in combination with conductive
graphitic zones in the basement is a strong indicator of
the presence of economic amounts of uranium. TEM surveys
in Athabasca Basin clearly mapped the steeply dipping
basement conductor and also the flat-lying conductor
(paleo-regolith) close to the basement/basin unconformity
up to a depth of 800 m. Therefore, the most favourable targets
for uranium exploration in India, as elsewhere in the world,
are Proterozoic Basins. In India, there are as many as 16
Proterozoic basins. While these basins have been explored
to some extent for uranium, it was confined to subsurface
to near surface deposits mostly along the margins of the
basins. In view of the increasing criticality of the resource,
now there is an urgent need to locate and establish concealed
sizable medium to large tonnage deposits at greater depths.
Airborne Electromagnetic methods have been extensively
utilised in uranium Exploration all over the world and are
effective tool in identifying conducting bodies associated
with uranium mineralisation.
Most of the Australian unconformity related uranium
deposits in the Alligator Rivers region, Rum Jungle and fields
South Alligator Valley fields are also related to fault and
shear structures and breccia zones. Airborne TDEM surveys
over these areas have helped in detecting mafic sills and
dykes within Kombolgie subgroup and mapping the
unconformity at the base of Kombolgie subgroup and
discrete conductors in the basement of the Pine creek
Orogen. These results have improved the understanding of
geological units undercover at the regional and tenement
scale. TDEM data has been effectively used in parts of
Paterson Province, Pine creek and Frome Embayment areas
of Australia to map unconformities and paleo channels
which may be prospective hosts for uranium mineralisation.
Airborne TDEM survey revealed strong conductors over
Iron Oxide ,copper - Gold Uranium targets at Eastern Eyre
project within Olympic Dam IOCGU belt.
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Now, AMD is utilising these technologies to identify
concealed uranium ore bodies over different areas. In parts
of cuddapah basin , alteration zones confined to
unconformity have been effectively mapped and potential
zones have been identified . Drilling over few of the areas
has shown encouraging uranium mineralisation. In parts of
Rajasthan , discrete conductors associated with uranium
mineralisation over parts of North Delhi fold belt have been
mapped and potential areas thus delineated has helped in
identifying different mineralised horizons by sub surface
drilling . Integrated studies combining heliborne datasets
with ground geological, ground geophysical and remote
sensing data sets have provided meaningful geological
information and identified number of potential areas for
uranium exploration.
Of late , use of natural field (passive) EM methods are
continued to increase, with new or improved systems
becoming available for both airborne and ground surveys.
The EM source is the natural field of Earth caused by
Lightning Strikes– mainly equatorial thunderstorms and
other electrical storms 1000’s of km away – create horizontal
planar primary fields, available year-round. The Z axis
Tipper Electromagnetic (ZTEM) system records the vertical
magnetic field (Hz) in the ELF (Extreme Low frequency)
range (25 to 750Hz) with the help of towed bird EM receiver
from the helicopter (90 m below the helicopter and 50 m
above the ground level). Another two sets of receiver coils
are used at the base station to record the horizontal magnetic
fields (Hx and Hy) in both X and Y direction in the same
ELF range. Processing and interpretation of ZTEM data
yields the information to a depth of 2 km which enables to
identify the resources at greater depth.

Fig. 5. ZTEM system
In the Z TEM system, the time series of the magnetic
fields are recorded at fixed sampling rates and the data are
binned and processed to generate in-phase and quadrature
transfer functions in the frequency domain (ie tippers for
ZTEM ). The lowest frequency of the transfer functions in
the frequency domain depend upon the effect of wind shear
on the airborne platform (noise), and the highest frequency
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depends on the sampling rate.For helicopter borne or Fixed
Wing ZTEM, transfer functions are typically obtained at
five or six frequencies from 25-30 Hz to 600/720Hz, giving
skin depths ranging between 500m and >2000m for typical
terrain conductivities. (Legault et al., 2012)
To identify conducting horizons in deeper parts of
Cuddapah basin, particularly for identification of
unconformable contact between Cumbum shales and
overlying sediments as potential horizon for hosting
unconformity related uranium deposit, ZTEM surveys have
been taken up by AMD. In India, it is first such type of
surveys and it will provide new geological information
from deeper parts of basin along Rudravaram line.

Airborne Gravity and Gravity Gradiometric
Surveys
Till Few years back Air borne Gravity surveys was not
considered viable. However GT-1A from Canadian micro
Gravity in early part of centuary made it common to carry
out Fixed wing Airborne Gravity survey mainly for
hydrocarbon Exploration. In the past decade, the availability
and use of airborne gravity (AG) and airborne gravity
gradiometry (AGG) have become almost routine with
multiple airborne survey providers offering competing
systems. While some advances have been made in the
hardware, the bulk of the advances have been made in the
data processing stream, resulting in continuing incremental
improvements in data resolution and ever-lower noise. At
the same time the display, interpretation and modelling
capabilities have matured. The natural benefit from this has
been the relative ease at which interpretations can now be
made with increased confidence.
Current commercial AG technologies on offer are
AIRGrav from Sander Geophysics GT-1A and GT-2A from
Canadian Micro Gravity and TAGS-6 from Micro-g La
Coste. Commercially available AGG technologies are
FALCON from CGG and FTG offered by Bell Geospace
and by Austin Bridgeporth. The Sander AIRGrav recently
completed a survey in Australia collecting all three
components (vertical and two horizontal) of the gravity
vector, useful for geodesy and geological mapping. (Hodges
etal 2017).

Fig. 7. GT-2A system installed in Aircraft and Helicopter
The GT-2A system started commercial operations in late
2008 and was designed by the Russian company Gravimetric
Technologies using an accelerometer reference mass in the
form of a flat coil located within a gap of a differential
magnetic system, consisting of four temperaturecompensated magnets. It relies on a Schuler-tuned threeaxis inertial stabilized platform with a vertically constrained
gravity accelerometer sensing element. The GT-2A system
replaced the GT-1A system (launched in 2003) and has
significantly improved its performance particularly in
turbulent flight conditions and in loose drape flying mode.
These improvements included a new shock mount and
vibration isolation system to removed vibrations seen in the
original GT-1A data and a new vertical gravity sensor which
has twice the dynamic range. Under typical conditions, the
GT-2A system is capable of accuracy values better than 0.5
mGal for 100-s down-line filter length and consistently
delivers results of better than 1 mGal at a 100-s fullwavelength down-line filter with an overall average of better
than 0.7 mGal. (Hodges et al 2017).
In India, Gravity /Gravity Gradiometric surveys have
been taken up over a very small area for Oil Exploration
and such surveys for mineral exploration are yet to be taken
up. Geological survey of India has procured GT1A system
and has been flown over a small area in Rajasthan. AMD
has also procured a GT-1A system to utilize for its
exploration programme which has been flown on B-3
helicopter over a small area in parts of Rajasthan. Data
acquired is of good quality. AMD also has plans to utilize
Gravity Gradiometric surveys over certain areas to
understand geological setting for its uranium Exploration
Programme.

Discussion

Fig. 6. TAGS- 6 Gravity System

With growing demand of sustainable nuclear energy
resources in India and fast decline of the uranium deposits
within shallow depths, today it has become imperative for
geoscientific community to look for deep seated, high grade
and large tonnage uranium deposits on short to medium term
basis. In this era of technological innovation, exploration
techniques for exploitation of deep seated ore bodies up to
a depth of 2500 m do exist but with high cost of investment
and expensive exploration methodologies.
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Application of appropriate processing and interpretation
techniques is a prerequisite in today’s airborne exploration
programs for identification of concealed Uranium ore
deposits with subtle signatures. In Mineral targeting, airborne
geophysical surveys provide a quick assessment of the survey
area in terms of its potentiality and helps in understanding
of the subsurface tectonic and litho-structural controls of
mineralization. Advanced processing, interpretation and
presentation of ground and airborne magnetic and
Electromagnetic data provides the much needed 3D
information of subsurface geology. To deal with the vast
amount of data, much more automated analysis techniques
of processing and interpretation are the need of the hour.
To aid the Uranium exploration program, and arrive at a
viable subsurface geological model, high volume multidisciplinary data sets are to be integrated and interpreted.
Diverse geoscientific data viz., heliborne geophysical data,
ground geophysical data, geochemical data and drill-hole
data are to be integrated effectively and efficiently to aid in
the final decision-making.
For geophysical modelling to produce reliable and
predictive geological models all available geological
knowledge, constraints from geological observations such
as surface mapping or drilling must always be included.
Geological knowledge and understanding of a particular
deposit generally increases as more geological and
geophysical data are collected and analyzed. As information
of the physical property distribution for the deposit is
obtained, it can be used to constrain geophysical inversions.
The derived physical property models only become truly
meaningful when translated into geological models.
Development of 3D litho-petrophysical earth model provides
critical insight into the predictive 3D geological maps.
3D earth models intend to honor all data sources. This
includes an understanding of ore genesis, mineralogy,
structural controls, alteration geochemistry, geophysical
techniques and geophysical forward modeling and inversion.
This also involves detailed analysis of rock properties, the
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mineralogic implications of physical rock properties and how
to appropriately implement this data into the inversion
process.
The future interpretation of airborne geophysical data
will demand tight integration with geological data. The
objective of geophysical interpretation is a single model,
acceptable to geologists and geophysicists, rather than a
“constrained inversion”. The model of integrated
interpretation here requires geologists and geophysicists to
work closely together on multi-disciplinary earth model
interpretations, as opposed to overlaying independently
derived geological and geophysical models. Successful
exploration programs have to rely on effective use of
geoscience data. If appropriate technology and software are
chosen, significant improvements can be made in target
delineation with increased efficiency and cost effectiveness.
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Abstract
Although renewable but groundwater is one of the most demanded and fast depleting natural resources. This is
considered as one of the global problem, where India is worst affected. In spite several groundwater projects implemented
in different basin in the country, groundwater management was found effective to improve the status. Government of
India has accorded special emphasis to management of groundwater resources through precise aquifer mapping. CSIRNGRI has carried out airborne geophysical investigations (EM and magnetics) in six typological watersheds to map
principal aquifers with the objective to establish the suitability of AEM surveys for countrywide up-scaling of aquifer
mapping.
AEM was carried out using dual moment SkyTEM along with few ground based investigation. Efficacy of AEM
surveys in mapping the shallow and deep aquifers is evaluated. It is found that the AEM surveys provide reliable images
of the subsurface resistivity distribution defining the 3D geometrical and electrical attributes of aquifers in different
areas. The surveys helped identify the suitable zones for managed artificial recharge (MAR), subsurface structures
controlling the groundwater conditions, regional continuity of principal aquifers, palaeo-river channels, variations in
lithological character of aquifers and the quality of water in terms of salinity, etc.
Keywords: Airborne Geophysics, aquifers mapping, AEM, SkyTem, AQUIM pilot project.

Introduction
India is undergoing large scale transformation with
developments in various sectors like: agriculture, industry,
infrastructure facilities, energy resources, mining, etc. These
developments along with population growth are impacting
directly or indirectly to the groundwater resources and as a
result rapid increase in groundwater over-exploitation and
water quality deterioration. It is thus observed that the
groundwater level is declining at an alarming rate (Giordano,
2009). In India, around 65% of irrigation water and 85% of
drinking water needs are served by groundwater resources
(World Bank, 2010). If present trend of water resource
utilization continues as such, water scarcity in India will
most likely enhance by many folds very soon.

moment provided the critical information on near surface
features to assess the recharge potential, the measurements
at high moment yielded deeper information up to ~300 m in
alluvial areas and ~200 m in hard rock areas. Paper presents
findings of the AQUIM pilot project, established methodology
and its effectiveness in different geological terrains.

Ministry of Water Resources (MoWR), Government of
India has taken it seriously and accorded top priority to
aquifer based sustainable groundwater management with
two major components i.e. (i) high-resolution National
Aquifer Mapping and (ii) Groundwater Modeling programs
in India. The knowledge base of aquifer disposition and
characteristics forms input to the groundwater modeling to
evolve an effective and sustainable plan to manage
groundwater resources.
CSIR-NGRI being a premier institute on solid Earth, has
taken an initiative and introduced airborne electromagnetic
surveys in the field of Hydrology in India (Ahmed et al.,
2015 af and 2016) . AEM survey was carried out employing
SkyTEM system that incorporates the unique feature of using
low and high moments for the transmitter. While the low

Fig.1. AQUIM pilot project areas: AQRAJ in alluvium
covered hard rock and AQDRT in sedimentary sequence
under desert (Rajasthan), AQBHR in Gangetic Alluvium
plains (Bihar), AQMAH in Deccan basalt underlain by
Gondwana sediments (Maharashtra), AQKAR in granite
hard rock (Karnataka), and AQTND in coastal alluvium
and sediments (Tamil Nadu)
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Research Methodology
An integrated survey was carried out including regional
scale measurements by airborne EM and magnetic as well
as point and local scale investigation by ground and borehole
geophysics using vertical electrical sounding (VES) sites,
ground transient electromagnetic method (GTEM), electrical
resistivity tomography (ERT), electrical and natural gamma
logging. Figure 2 shows SkyTEM system and its working
principle. The ground is energized by current pulse in a
transmitter loop hanging below helicopter in horizontal
plane. The sudden decay in the transmitting current
introduces subsurface current. As a results eddy currents
are generated in the subsurface, which in turn generates
secondary EM field and are recorded in the receiver coil.
Using AEM system regional scale continuous
measurement was made along 13,800 line km roughly at
every 2.5 m interval in six hydrogeologically representative
pilot areas in the states of Rajasthan, Bihar, Maharashtra,
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. It was aimed at delineating the
principal aquifers at 1:50,000 scale and establishing the
suitability of airborne surveys for countrywide up-scaling
of aquifer mapping. The data recorded by the SkyTEM
system in different areas were processed applying various

corrections resistivity depth sections were obtained using
laterally constrained inversion (LCI) along various profiles
and spatially constrained inversion (SCI) considering all the
profiles in a particular region. The SCI inversion provides a
3D volume of the resistivity in the survey area so that it is
possible to create horizontal slices or vertical sections along
any arbitrarily chosen profile to correlate with available
geological, geophysical, or borehole information. Resistivity
structure associated with interesting geological features can
also be examined.

Results and Discussions
The six pilot areas covering about 3264 sq.km in total
were planned for the AEM surveys through 13800 line-km
of flight lines. The flight-line spacing was kept judiciously
between 145 to 250 m depending on the scale of major
geological units in a particular area. The transmitter was
flown with a ground clearance of 30 m with different speed
ranging from 60-80 km/hr depending on the geological and
hydrogeological complexities. The helicopter was flown at
an average height of 60 m. The quantum of surveys for all
area is given in chart describing actual and comparative field
data acquisition time (Figure 3).

Fig. 2.Heliborne system (SkyTEM) used in the project and diagram of working principle
shows primary field, eddy currents and secondary field (after Auken, et al.,…).
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Fig. 3. Geophysical data acquisition, actual and comparative acquisition time in field
To validate the results of the airborne surveys additional
ground geophysical surveys were carried out in promising
areas. Efficacy of the SkyTEM surveys in mapping the
shallow and deep aquifers is evaluated in conjunction with
the geological, geophysical and borehole data. It is found
that the SkyTEM surveys, along with the magnetic
measurements, provided reliable images of the subsurface
resistivity distribution clearly defining the 3D geometrical
and electrical attributes of aquifers in different areas. Critical
evaluation of the results obtained by the airborne and various
ground surveys have helped in establishing the efficacy of
various techniques under different hydrogeological settings.
Thus it has been possible to design the protocol prescribing
the approach and exploration strategy that needs to be
followed for the national aquifer mapping program.
Paper presents detailed results of AQBHR, one of the
pilot area located in Patna district, Bihar (Figure 4).
Physiographically, the area represents a monotonously flat
topography. The topographical variation within the area
indicates that the general slope is from southwest to north-

east and north with minor variations. The elevation of the
area varies from about 45.45 m to 69.00 m above mean sea
level amsl. The mighty River Ganga forms the northern
boundary of the project area. Other rivers Son, Punpun and
their tributaries are draining just outside the area. The River
Ganga forms levee or upland all along its southern bank.
The area receives an average normal monsoon rainfall of
about 1100 mm/year. The area constitutes thick sequence of
Ganga alluvium resting over the pre- Tertiary formations
holding a multi-aquifer system. It represents sedimentary
river basin environments with different stages and types of
aquifers due to the reworks of Son and Ganga rivers.
The Heliborne TEM data are of good quality. The dual
moment provided high resolution mapping of subsurface
from top to ~ 300 m depths. The result of the Heliborne
TEM data clearly manifested the disposition of aquifers
concurring with the geophysical logs of bore holes drilled
(Fig. 5). It’s results also satisfactorily match with the
borehole lithologs as well VES, ground TEM and ERT
results at the flown area.

Fig. 4. Map of the study area and also showing the flight lines (light green lines) of the SkyTEM survey
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The entire pilot area has been divided into 15 row and
21 column with 2 km ×2km grid pattern in the second stage.
In each node hydrogeological information was deduced and
represented in tabular form which shows only the principal
aquifers up to explored depth about 300m with the inferred
hydrogeological information as shown. The integrated data
consists of VES, ERT, GTEM and Heliborne geophysical
measurements was translated into hydrogeological model
at each node and prepared principal aquifer map in terms of
depth and resistivity distribution, which in turn gives aquifer
characteristics. Figure 5 shows depth of principal aquifers.
The point wise achievements are as follows:

•

The first aquifer has been mapped. It is roughly 50 m
hick located ~ 40 m amsl.

•

The second aquifer, almost 3 times thicker than the first
aquifer is separated by ~ 60 m thick clay and sand clay

mixed layer

•

The first and second aquifers are found merging in the
south-central area, where neo-tectonics activity is
reported and it is associated with high magnetic anomaly,

•

The clay layer has been clearly mapped throughout the
flown area,

•

The results have revealed the occurrences of two
principal aquifers within 300 m depth.

•

At some places, the second clay layer at the bottom of
the second aquifer has also been picked-up

•

Palaeo channels of Son River have been identified, where
all along the channel high degree of granularity is found.

•

The palaeo river channel plays major role in augmenting
the groundwater resources by means of high infiltration
and natural recharge.

Fig. 5.4.3: (a) Depth resistivity section observed by SkyTEM flown part,
and (b)3-D cross-section of the multi-aquifer systems in the flown area,
AQBHR area, Patna, Bihar
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Performance Matrix with Target layer
While carrying out all the geophysical methods, care has
been taken towards understanding their suitability and
necessity in each case. Also often, a combination of methods
have been tried so that a comparative study may be
performed and future recommendations may be made
accordingly. The results and outcome of the project are
summarized in the table below.

Conclusion
The integrated study consisting of heliborne, surface
and borehole geophysical investigations helped meeting
the o bjective o f p rincipal aquifer mapping and
establishing the efficacy of geophysical methodology in
up scaling at regional scale The efficacy of the dual
mo ment SkyT EM sur veys in d elineating the 3D
configuration of aquifers is clearly established. Results
of the heliborne surveys correlated well with the available
geological, hydrogeological and borehole information.
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The AEM survey has been effective in delineating the
aquifers. It is a cost-effective and fast approach to delineate
the aquifers over a large area. It needs validation through
ground geophysical and borehole information and should
be run first in any area. It is the most suitable approach for
up-scaling the aquifer mapping in the entire country.
The study revealed a clear contrast between the ranges
of resistivity of clay (up to 15 W -m) and sand predominating

aquifers (15-120 W -m). The upper limit of the aquifer
resistivity indicates mixing of coarse sand/gravel. The
first resistive layer at depths an around of 25 m bgl
forming the first principal aquifer is clearly mapped. The
second principal aquifer which lies at an average 111 m
depth in this area is also demarcated. AEM not only
provided map of aquifer, but different quality of aquifer
depending of change in granularity of sediments and
aquifer merging at places. These results are very important
for Arsenic related study, which is one of the serious
problem in the Middle ganga Plain.
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Abstract
Kutch basin is an east-west oriented pericratonic rift basin at the western most periphery of the Indian craton which
covers almost the entire Kutch district of the state of Gujrat. The region is conspicuously featured by uplands surrounded
by lowlands. No outcrop is seen within the featureless plains and consequently subsurface information is lacking for
these areas. The semi-detailed high resolution aeromagnetic data collected over the Kutch rift basin, which has a uniform
coverage is analyzed in the present study. The qualitative interpretation using the crustal magnetic anomaly map
suggests the major trend of the anomalies to be NW-SE and E-W, which agrees with the general trend of the basin
while the minor one trends in NE-SW direction. Much of the high frequency anomalies are related to exposed and
subsurface basaltic flows. One important finding is the presence of trap flows to the northwest of Kutch Mainland Fault
which has not been previously reported. Different edge detection techniques were applied to the aeromagnetic data
for the delineation of the major and minor magnetic contacts. From combined interpretation of the edge detection
techniques like analytic signal, Horizontal Gradient Magnitude (HGM) and Euler deconvolution, we have mapped
fourteen lineaments some of which does not have any surface expressions i.e., they lie within the sedimentary strata or
in the Rann of Kutch. Many of these lineaments may represent basement related faults that have played a crucial
role in the formation of the Kutch basin and may have been reactivated many times in the past and may have
manifestation up to the surface.
Keywords: Kutch, Peri-cratonic basin, Aeromagnetic data, Basaltic flows, Analytic Signal, Horizontal Gradient
Magnitude, Euler deconvolution, Upward continuation

Introduction
Kutch is a major marginal rift basin formed during the
breakup of Gondwanaland (Biswas 1986). It almost covers
the entire Kutch district of Gujrat state. The presence of
Mesozoic sedimentary successions, which can be a potential
source for petroleum, and the tectonic activities that occurs
periodically have constantly attracted earth scientists towards
Kutch rift basin. The presence of Rann of Kutch, salt plains
and wastelands make the region inaccessible for the direct
geological or ground geophysical surveys and this caused a
dearth of information in these provinces. Surveys performed
from airborne platforms are an alternative to get uniform
data coverage as well as acquiring data over inaccessible
terrain such as the salt plains. Aeromagnetic method is a
cost effective method compared to other geophysical
methods because of its rapid rate of coverage and low cost
per unit area explored. It maps the variation of Earth’s
magnetic field which occurs due to the distribution of
magnetic minerals especially magnetite in the rocks and it
reflects the susceptibility variation of the rocks (Grant,
1985). All types of rock units are magnetic but some of them
wouldn’t produce detectable magnetic anomalies. The
aeromagnetic survey has been used for mapping of crustal
magnetic anomalies and its correlation with the subsurface
geology (Besmen et.al. 2013). The data acquisition has been
improved vastly by the usage of high efficient optical
pumping magnetometers and unlike the older times now it

can detect fine structural and sedimentary details (Gunn,
1997, Nabighian, 2005). For the study of the depositional
history and the architecture of a sedimentary basin
aeromagnetic data analysis has proved to be a very important
tool (Philips et al. 1998, Rajaram et al.2000, Betts et al.
2004, McLean et al.2008).
It helps to delineate the basement faults (Grauch &
Hudson,2007) and calculate the depth to the basement
surface which has a direct significance to the depositional
history of a basin. Application of the aeromagnetic data for
the understanding of subtle variations in the lithological
constituents of the basement rocks has been well established
(Kishor and Rao, 2004). Over the last decade there has been
an increase in the usage of aeromagnetic data in the study of
sedimentary basins especially in the context of petroleum
exploration (Alagbe et.al, 2014). Delineation of structural
lineaments from magnetic data is one of the basic steps in
the interpretation of aeromagnetic anomalies. In this paper
we discuss the aeromagnetic data collected over the Kutch
rift basin with a view to investigate the subsurface structure
from the observed magnetic anomalies. We present here the
preliminary interpretation results of the aeromagnetic data
collected over the basin which help to identify and
understand the basin structure. We also make an attempt to
delineate magnetic lineaments which may represent
lithological contacts or faults or fractures in the sub-surface,
below the sediment cover, using edge detection techniques.
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General Geology and Tectonics
Kutch is an east-west oriented marginal rift basin which
is lying in the western most periphery of the Indian subcontinent (Biswas 2005, Chandrasekhar & Mishra, 2002,
Prasad et.al. 2010). It is widely believed that the formation
of the Kutch rift basin is associated with the breakup of
Gondwanaland into the Eastern and Western in the Mesozoic.
In the early Cretaceous the rifting ceased in the Kutch Rift
basin and shifted towards Cambay and Narmada grabens in
the south, when the Kutch basin got filled with the clastics
of prograding delta as the sea regressed. (Chandrasekhar &
Mishra, 2002). The Kutch basin is bounded on the north by
Nagar Parkar fault, south by North Kathiawar fault and east
by Radhanpur-Barmer arch while towards west it extends
to the continental shelf (Biswas 1987, 2005).
The basin has a distinct structure. It is asymmetric, having
a tilt towards south. The topography of the Kutch basin
consists of several high lands and plains which are the areas
of uplifts and half grabens (Biswas, 1987). The major uplifts
are the Kutch Mainland uplift, Wagad Uplift and Island Belt
uplift, which includes Patcham, Khadir and Bela islands.
The major bounding faults of the uplifted regions are the
Kutch Mainland Fault (KMF), South Wagad Fault (SWF)
and Island Belt Fault (IBF). Generalized Geology and
Tectonic map of the Kutch Rift Basin redrawn from GSI
(2001), Chandrasekhar & Mishra (2002) and Ngangom &
Thakkar (2016) given in Fig. 1.. The primary faults, which
controlled the structural evolution are trending E-W. The
KMF extends up to a 100km in NW-SE orientation in the
western part of the Kutch basin, and it changes its direction
to E-W in the central part. The basin contains several EW to
NW-SE trending major faults such as, Katrol Hill Fault
(KHF), Vigodi Fault (VF), Banni Fault, and Allah Bund Fault
(Biswas, 1987). In addition to these major faults and uplifts,
a couple of minor NE-SW and NW-SE trending faults are
cutting across the E-W tectonic setting of the basin (Kumar
et.al, 2017). Two major transverse faults trending NE-SW
are cutting across the Island belt fault between Bela- Khadir
and Khadir- Patcham islands. These transverse faults are
buried under the Rann of Kutch sediments having no surface
expressions (Ngangom and Thakkar, 2016). Two NW-SE
faults are present on the either side of the Patcham island,
named as Kala Dongar and Gora Dongar faults. Kala Dongar
fault is an extension of the IBF which is in the northern end
of the Patcham island facing towards Rann of Kutch, whereas
Gora Dongar fault is cutting through the Patcham Island on
its southern side (Ngangom & Thakkar, 2016, Karanth and
Gadhvi, 2007).
The basin is filled with Mesozoic, Tertiary and
Quaternary sediments and it possess the longest record of
Mesozoic sediments in western India (Biswas, 1999). The
Mesozoic rift fill sediments contain late Triassic continental,
middle to late Jurassic marine and late Jurassic to early
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Cretaceous fluvio-deltaic sediments whereas tertiary
sediments comprise mainly marine shelf sediments (Biswas,
2005; Mishra, 2009). The sediment thickness varies from
less than 500m in the north to nearly 4km in the south and
from 200 m in the east to almost 2.5km in the west. The
Mesozoic sediments, exposed in the highlands of the basin
were uplifted, folded, intruded and covered by Deccan Trap
basaltic flows in Late Cretaceous-Early Palaeocene time
period (Biswas, 2005). Peripheral regions of the uplifts are
occupied by the tertiary shallow marine sediments. Deccan
volcanic lava flows are mostly tholeiitic basalt and it is
largely restricted towards the southern part of the Kutch
mainland, extending from Lakhpat in the west to Anjar in
the east. The trap flows are notably absent in the central and
northern parts of the Mainland Kutch. The thickness of the
trap gradually reduces towards the north and it is absent
further north of the island belt.
Most of the igneous activities are observed in the
northwestern part of the Kutch Mainland Unit (KMU) and
in the northern part of the Patcham uplift. Along the central
region of the KM U, a succession of igneous plugs are
present and those are the major feeders of the Deccan trap
flows. Various forms of intrusives are exposed which are
related to the rift mechanism (Karmalkar & Sharma, 2003).
One of the most important features of the basin is the
presence of a NNE-SSW trending meridional high. It
traverses across the positive and negative elements of the
basin. This subsurface high controls the sediment facies and
thickness. The surface expression of this high can be
observed as raised ground of Banni (Biswas 2005).
The seismic refraction and wide-angle reflection data
analysis along Jakhau-Mandvi, Mandvi-Mundra, MundraAdesar and Hamirpur-Halvad profiles revealed a Mesozoic
sedimentary sequence sandwiched between Trap and
Limestone layers. The thick Mesozoic sediments in the
southern Kutch is inferred as the extension of the Mesozoic
sediments delineated in the northwestern Saurashtra region
(Rajendraprasad et.al, 2010). Three-dimensional (3D) model
using gravity data suggests that Mesozoic sediments are at
a depth of about 1 km on the northern side of Kutch Mainland
Fault and extends to about 3 km, and they are at a shallow
depth towards north of Vigodi Fault and Katrol Hill Fault
(Seshu et.al, 2016). Based on the isostatic regional gravity
analysis, the crustal thickness of the region is estimated as
44 km under the SE part of KMU and Wagad uplift and 35
km along the coast. It proposes, isostatic overcompensation,
which causes differential uplift and erosion, resulting vertical
stress in the basin. The vertical stress along with the
horizontal stress resulting from the movement of the Indian
plate can be the probable reason for the frequent earthquakes
observed in this region (Chandrasekhar & Mishra, 2002).
Five wells have been drilled in the onshore part of the basin
(dghindia.gov.in). 1 km thickness of Tertiary sediments and
presence of Mesozoic sediments at least up to 3.1 km has
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been indicated in the Lakhpat well. The Sanandra well has
been bottomed at 3.5 km. The data shows about 0.1 km
thickness of Deccan Traps and about 3.2 km thick Mesozoic
sediments. On the contrary, the Suthri well data shows 525m
thickness of Tertiary sediments, 591m thickness of basalt
(Deccan Traps) and more than 2219m thickness of Mesozoic
sediments. The Nirona well was terminated at the depth of
2224.45 m and it shows 1km thick tertiary sediments and
1.4km thick Mesozoic sediments.

Data and Methodology
Indian Institute of Geomagnetism acquired aeromagnetic
data collected in 2008 over the Kutch Rift Basin by Alcock
McPhar Geotech India (Pvt.) Ltd on behalf of Directorate
General of Hydrocarbons, . The survey was conducted along
parallel flight lines oriented in N-S direction spaced 1km
apart and with 10km spaced E-W tie lines. The flight altitude
has been fixed at 300m from the topography. Crustal
magnetic anomaly map prepared after applying necessary
corrections to the semi detailed high resolution aeromagnetic
data is represented as histogram equalized shaded relief
image in Fig.2 The map reveals that the area is magnetically
heterogeneous. To compensate the asymmetry arising from
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the lower inclinations of the ambient field and to enhance
the sources at relatively shallow levels, analytic signal
operation was undertaken. The analytic signal or total
gradient, which is independent of magnetization direction
of the body and the direction of ambient field, is a
combination of first order horizontal and vertical gradients
of the magnetic anomaly (Nabighian, 1984). This property
makes it favorable in low magnetic latitudes (Milligan and
Gunn 1997). The analytic signal can be applied both in
frequency and space domain. It peaks over discrete bodies
as well as their edge. The amplitude of the 3d analytic signal
can be derived from the three orthogonal derivatives of the
magnetic field using the equation,
é
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Where, A(x, y) is the amplitude of the analytic signal at
(x, y), and F is the observed magnetic field at (x, y) (Roest
et al., 1992). The amplitude of analytic signal is directly
related to the amplitudes of magnetization (MacLeod et al.,
1993). Since it does not depend on the magnetization
direction or the inclination of the magnetic field, the two
bodies having similar geometry will produce similar
analytic signal.

Fig 1. Geological sketch map of the Kutch rift basin: Dashed lines represent the major faults:
KMF- Kutch Mainland Fault, VF- Vigodi Fault, KHF-Katrol Hill fault, MH-Median High,
NWF- North Wagad Fault, SWF- South Wagad Fault, GF- Gedi Fault, KDF-Kala Dongar Fault,
GDF- Gora Dongar Fault, KF-Khavda Fault. Black filled circles indicate the drilled well locations,
L-Lakhpat, Su- Sutri, N- Nirona and S- Sanadra. Black squires represent the locations of volcanic plugs and vents.
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Fig. 2. Crustal Anomaly Map of the Kutch Rift Basin. Superposed is the Euler deconvolution
solutions calculated using SI 0 and window length 3
To enhance the deeper and/or regional scale magnetic
If M is the magnetic field, then the horizontal gradient
anomalies and attenuate the high frequency anomalies
magnitude will be given by,
upward continuation transformation was undertaken (Blakey,
1995). The upward continuation operation smoothens the
2
¶M 2 æ ¶M ö
anomaly by projecting the surface mathematically upward
HGM (x,y) =
+ç
÷
¶x
above the datum. In the present study the data upward
è ¶Y ø
continued to 5km was used to calculate the HGM and Euler
The assumptions made for this function are, the ambient
solution to get the contacts/lineaments at intermediate depth magnetic field and the magnetizations are vertical, and the
levels.
contacts are vertical and isolated. The local maxima of the
HGM will peak above the contacts. When these assumptions
The estimation of the locations of the magnetic contacts, get violated, the position of the maxima can be shifted away
faults and other magnetic lineaments were accomplished from the contacts (Grauch et.al. 2009). The first two
using Horizontal Gradient Magnitude (HGM) method assumptions are satisfied by using DRTP magnetic anomaly
(Phillips, 1998). It is one of the simplest edge detection grid as input. We have calculated the HGM on the DRTP
techniques available as it requires only the calculation of map upward continued to 5km as we are interested in
two first order horizontal derivatives. The calculation of the regional features.
HGM demands the transformation of the anomaly map into
a reduced pole grid when the region lies in a low magnetic
The use of Euler deconvolution applied to potential field
latitude, such as the present study location and forms bipolar data, for position and depth estimation of the sources, is
and asymmetric anomalies. In the present work we have used well established (Reid 1990).The methodology for the
a new filter, termed Differential Reduction to Pole (DRTP) implementation of Euler deconvolution for profile data is
filter (Arkani-Hamed, 1988, Cooper and Cowan, 2005, Lu developed by Thompson (1982) and it is modified for
et al., 2003, Rajaram & Anand, 2014), which allows each gridded data by Reid (1990). For magnetic data, Euler
grid node to have a different inclination and declination homogeneity equation can be written in the form of
instead of an average value which is used in conventional
RTP.
(x-x0) dT/dx + (y-y0) dT/dy + (z-z0) dT/dz = N(B-T) .......(1)

( )
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where, (x0, y0, z0) is the position of a magnetic source,
which has a total field T detected at (x, y, z). B is the regional
value of the field and N is the degree of homogeneity which
is the fall-off rate of the magnetic field, referred to as the
structural index (S1) (Thompson, 1982) and it is directly
related to the source shape. The unknown co-ordinates
(x0,y0,z0) and the regional field B, are calculated by solving
the overdetermined system of linear equations by least square
inversion technique. For a large grid, this can produce
thousands of solutions and the better solutions will be those
which forms clusters and having low relative error. The major
advantage of this method is that it does not assume any
particular geological model, thus, it can be applied and
interpreted even when the geology cannot be properly
represented by dikes or prisms and also it is independent of
magnetic inclination declination and remanence.

Aeromagnetic Data Analysis
The crustal magnetic anomaly map (Fig 2) prepared after
applying all the necessary corrections was employed for the
qualitative interpretation. In practical terms the aeromagnetic
surveys map the distribution of magnetic minerals in the
crust which cause magnetic anomalies due to their high
magnetic susceptibility values or remanent magnetizations
(Reeves, 2005). Globally, the most abundant magnetic
mineral is magnetite whose distribution in the crust is
mapped in the aeromagnetic surveys. (Grant, 1985). Areas
of strong positive anomalies indicate the presence of higher
concentration of magnetic minerals and broad low anomalies
indicate either low concentration of magnetic minerals or
thick non-magnetic cover. The crustal magnetic anomaly
map (Fig.2) reveals combination of NW-SE, EW and NESW trends which is partly in accordance with the geological
and tectonic framework of the basin. By and large, basin is
characterized by long to moderate wavelength anomalies
with large amplitudes ranging from approximately -900nT
to 900nT suggesting presence of mafic to ultramafic
magnetic sources. The wavelength of the anomalies provide
clues on the depth of burial of the magnetic source bodies.
The long wavelength anomalies suggest the deeper/regional
depth of burial and short wavelength anomalies depicts
shallower and younger sources. The central part of the basin,
the Banni plain/basin, covered by Tertiary sediments & salt
panes and devoid of any surface exposures, displays long
wavelength anomalies, indicating the presence of thick
sediments and deeper sources. The southern and
southwestern part of the map depicts complex magnetic
variations with high frequency, high-amplitude anomalies
over the exposed trap flows. Similar high frequency
anomalies are not present in the central (Kutch Mainland
Unit and Banni Basin) and eastern part of the basin. The
Rann of Kutch region at the north eastern part of the basin,
above Island belt fault, an inaccessible salt marsh,
interestingly shows moderate to short wavelength anomalies.
The moderate and long wavelength anomalies show high
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amplitudes whereas the anomalies of the exposed trap shows
amplitude diversity. In general, the regions where sediment
thickness is large exhibit subdued anomalies.
Since the study region lies in the low magnetic latitudes,
having inclination ranging from 34.60 to 370 the spatial
relationship of the total field anomaly to its source is
complicated. Presence of the high amplitude bipolar
anomalies can be observed in the Banni plains, which could
be caused by well-defined source bodies. In the absence of
remanence and with magnetic inclinations such as observed
in Kutch rift basin, the positive peak of the bipolar anomalies
should be located on the south and the negative peak on the
north of the source with both peaks possessing almost similar
amplitudes. A similar type of anomaly, with almost equal
magnitudes for both the southern positive lob and northern
negative lob can be observed in the Banni basin. The analytic
signal method is used to simplify the interpretation by placing
the anomaly peaks directly above the magnetic sources. Fig.3
shows the analytic signal map draped on the topographic
map of the region. We have also superposed the previously
mapped (from Fig.1) faults over the analytic signal map.
The analytic signal map (Fig.3) is not completely different
from the crustal anomaly map. It has made the high frequency
anomalies (at shallow levels) clearer and sharper and brought
the indistinct anomalies in to focus. The high frequency
anomalies related to the exposed trap regions are very well
delineated in the analytic signal map. The surface geology
of the Kutch basin shows the presence of tholeiitic trap flows
in two patches; one where Suthri well is located and other
near Chavuda hills. Analytic signal map shows high
frequency anomalies along the entire stretch, south of the
Vigodi fault. In addition, high frequency anomalies
resembling the anomaly of the exposed trap flows are present
in the region, northwest of the Kutch Mainland fault (denoted
‘a’ in Fig.3) within the Rann of Kutch, indicating the possible
presence of the trap flows beneath the sedimentary cover.
Electrical conductivity mapping carried out using
Geomagnetic Depth Sounding have shown high conductivity
anomaly in this region whose conductivity is very similar to
the conductivity over exposed traps, south of Vigodi fault.
One of the possible explanations provided for this high
conductivity is aqueous fluids released by recrystallizing
magmatic intrusive bodies (Rao, et al, 2014). This gives
support to our inference of the existence of basaltic flows
below the Rann of Kutch. The anomalies having long
wavelengths and lower amplitudes are indistinct in the map.
The remarkable variations in the nature of anomalies on the
either side of the major magnetic contacts are well evident
in the analytic signal map. The signatures of the major faults
like Kutch Mainland Fault, Vigodi fault, South Wagad fault
and Island Belt fault are apparent in the map. The long
wavelength anomalies those were present in the Banni basin
region are diminished in amplitudes which, signifies deeper
burial of the sources underneath the sedimentary cover. To
the north of the Island Belt Fault, particularly in the Rann of
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Kutch region, the presence of moderate wavelength features
are clearly observed which indicates the occurrence of
magnetic sources at very shallow depth levels.

Edge Detection for Lineament Mapping
The placement of locations of the magnetic contacts,
faults and other magnetic lineaments are achieved by
comparing the HGM, Euler 3D and analytic signal map.
As discussed in the previous section, in the HGM
assumptions about the ambient field and the nature of the
lithological contacts is made, violation of these
assumptions results in displacement of the location of the
contacts. The advantage of the analytic signal method is
that it is independent of the magnetization direction and
the direction of Earth’s magnetic field. For shallow
sources wherever the positions of the lineaments that are
displayed in the HGM has a shift from the lineaments
delineated from the analytic signal map, we have taken
the positions given by the analytic signal map. The HGM
maxima of the magnetic anomaly map were used to
delineate the common structural trends in the study area.
The HGM maxima shows that the major anomalies are
lying in the NW-SE direction. The signatures of the major
faults in the region are well observable from the map.
The HGM helps to delineate subsurface faults and
contacts that have no surface expressions.
The aeromagnetic data has uniform coverage which
helps for the structural and lithological mapping and it

also carries the information about the depth to the top of
the magnetic source bodies which makes it a very
important tool in the study of depositional history and
architecture of sedimentary basins. In the present study,
Euler deconvolution method is used for the calculation
of depth to the sources. The depth estimates were obtained
for structural index 0 which represents magnetic contacts.
It is assumed that there will be a large susceptibility
difference across magnetic contacts which causes
magnetic anomalies. The window size, depth tolerance
and distance tolerance are kept in such a way that the
number of depth solutions produced is large and with good
clustering. We have used the window sizes ranging from
3 to 10 in the present study and kept the depth and distance
tolerance limit below the mean values obtained for each
window. Locations where the solutions from all the
windows coincide is taken as the final location, other
solutions were discarded. In the interpretation of the
aeromagnetic data, it is assumed that the long wavelength
magnetic sources lie below the base of the sedimentary
sequence, since the sediments are considered as
nonmagnetic in a general sense. The deeper solutions
indicate thicker sedimentary sessions. The magnetic relief
observed over sedimentary basins are mostly controlled
by the lithology of the basement than by its topography
(Alagbe 2015). In the regions where igneous and
metamorphic rocks are predominant, the magnetic
variations will be complex and deeper features frequently
get disguised by the effects of near surface anomalies
(Alagbe 2015).

Fig. 3. The analytic signal map draped on the digital elevation model from the SRTM data.
Mapped surface faults from Fig.1 is superposed. For abbreviations refer Fig.1.

Structural Mapping of Kutch Rift Basin
Euler solutions for a representative window length 3 and
SI=0 is superposed on the crustal anomaly map (Fig.2). Depth
estimation & edge detection using Euler deconvolution is
performed on differential reduction to pole grid which was
upward continued to 5km to remove the effect from near
surface sources, especially to remove the effects of the trap
flows. Hence the depths calculated from Euler deconvolution
is used for relative matching and we are not giving weightage
to the absolute values. The depth estimation and edge detection carried out using Euler 3D, analytic signal and HGM
methods are compared to obtain more meaningful results.
These are shown in Fig.4 in which the contact locations picked
from all these methods is represented in different colours.
The edges/contact identified from HGM maxima are represented in maroon (major) and blue (minor), analytic signal
as green and Euler deconvolution solutions in red colours
respectively. From this map (Fig.4), we have mapped the
major and intermediate lineaments which along with the delineated major magnetic sources at shallow levels (mainly
theollitic flows) is used to generate an interpreted map (Fig.5).
Major geologic units and mapped faults (from Fig.1) is also
included in Fig.5. The major trend of the anomalous features is NW-SE along with secondary structures trending in
E-W and NE-SW directions. The western and northwestern
part of the study area is complex and show wide variety of
trends including several minor lineaments. Other regions
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where several minor lineaments are observed is the Wagad
Uplift (region between south Wagad and Gedi fault in the
figure) and north of the Island Belt Fault. Below we discuss
some of the observed major and intermediate lineaments
some of which lack any surface expression and not been
mapped previously. We have represented these lineaments
as L1 to L14. The major faults mapped at the surface along
with the geology map are also superposed on the interpreted
map (Fig.5). The signatures of the mapped major faults like,
Kutch Mainland Fault, Katrol hill Fault, Vigodi Fault, Island
Belt Fault, and South Wagad Fault are evident. The lineament L1, lying in the south western part of the map, having
an E-W trend partly coincides with the Jakhau - Mundra Fault
(JMF), a hidden fault identified from electrical imaging
(Sastry et al, 2007). L1 is deeper on the west and comparatively shallower on the east as its signature is reflected in the
analytic signal peak which enhances shallow sources. The
lineament L2 which is lying south of the Katrol Hill fault
appears to be a major contact which limits the trap flows to
the north. This lineament runs from surface to deeper levels
as it shows signature both analytic signal as well as HGM.
The lineament L3 coincides with the Katrol Hill Fault (KHF).
It appears that L3 turns northeast and does not have any surface expression. Most of the previous studies including seismic, MT etc. were carried out along profiles parallel to the
northward extension of L3 hence further studies are required

Fig. 4. Comparison of magnetic contact locations derived using HGM (maroon- major lineaments,
blue- minor ones), Analytic signal method (green), and Euler deconvolution solutions (Red).
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to confirm this inference. The lineament L4, within the Kutch
Mainland, having signature both in HGM and Euler
deconvolution does not have any surface expression. The
region between L4 and Kutch Mainland Fault, Kutch
mainland Unit comprising exposed Mesozoic sediments, is
characterized by subdued magnetic anomalies and devoid
of any major magnetic sources. One important observation
is the signature related to KMF, shown as dotted lines in
Fig.5, is evident only in the analytic signal (shallow) but not
in either HGM or Euler solutions. The lineament L5 runs
parallel to the KMF but shifted towards north in the Banni
basin but joins the mapped KMF in the southeast. Previous
studies have suggested that KMF is north dipping (Biswas
2005) deep seated fault involving the basement and probably
Moho. It may be possible that L5 within the Banni basin is
the signature of KMF at depth and dipping north. Signature
of the geologically mapped South Wagad Fault is evident in
shallow (analytic signal) as well as deeper levels (HGM &
Euler) as EW trending lineament L6. The signature of L6

can be traced within the Banni basin. It is worth mentioning
that L6 does not show any signature in the analytic signal
map (shallow) within the Banni basin, where this lineament
is overlain by thick sedimentary cover. However analytic
signal shows a clear expression of L6 in the east where it is
exposed and previously mapped. Hence we interpret that
L6 is a major fault involving the basement which might have
played a pivotal role in the formation of the Kutch Rift basin.
NW-SE lineament, L7 when extended northwest coincides
with the NW-SE trending Goradongar Fault (GDF)
(Ngangom & Thakkar, 2016)) exposed in the Patcham
islands. It appears that this lineament extends further
northwest underneath the Rann of Kutch. In addition several
other lineaments trending in EW, NW-SE and NE-SW (L8,
L9, L10, L11), probably involving the basement, is observed
in the region between exposed South Wagad Fault and Island
Belt Fault (L10). Island Belt fault (L12) shows in both
shallow and deeper levels and appears as to be dislocated
rather than a straight fault.

Fig. 5. The major lineaments and magnetic source (basaltic flows) mapped from the analysis of
aeromagnetic data using edge detection techniques and analytic signal superposed on the
geology and tectonic map of the Kutch Rift basin. For abbreviations and legend refer Fig.1.
Thick black dashed line is the Lathi-Rajkot lineament mapped from remote sensing data.

Structural Mapping of Kutch Rift Basin
Further north of IBF there is another EW trending
lineament L13. The lineament L14 trending in the NNWSSE direction, traced from analytic signal, is the lithologic
contact between the basaltic flows and the Banni
sediments. From the central part to the eastern part of the
basin, most of the features show E-W trend which agrees
with the general trend of the basin architecture. The
lineaments L7, L8, L9, L10, L11& L13 have no surface
expressions and they are lying underneath the salt plains
of Rann of Kutch. The black dotted line represents the NS
trending Lathi-Rajkot lineament traced from the satellite
imageries. This lineament has been interpreted as a
pre-Mesozoic lineament that got reactivated during
Tertiary times (Bakliwal & Ramasamy, 1982). It can be seen
from Fig.5 that by and large the lineaments delineated
from the aeromagnetic data changes its orientation from
NW-SE to EW, east of the NS trending Lathi-Rajkot
lineament.
The major lineaments discussed above may be related to
the tectonic history of the Kutch Rift basin, and may
represent faults, axial trace of regional folds and group /
formational boundaries. The randomly oriented minor
lineaments, maximum in number, with varying distribution,
may represent expressions of faults, fractures, dykes and
axial traces of large scale folds. The NW-SE trends in the
western region changing to EW in the eastern region
dominate the inferred lineaments probably involving the
basement as well as intra-sedimentary layers. This is in
conformity with the structural feature and the trend that
resulted from tectonic deformation causing rifting in the
Kutch Basin. The most dominant trend (NW-SE) observed
in many parts of the study area has been suggested to be
intimately associated with the stress history and that has
existed since the early Precambrian. The observed
correlation between the locations of the basement and
intra-sedimentary faults, at places, strongly suggests a
tectonic link between the basement and the overlying
sedimentary column suggesting reactivation of these faults
at different periods during the evolution of the basin. This
continued process of reactivation and propagation might have
given rise to additional set of faults and fractures (mapped
minor lineaments) due to local structural and tectonic
disturbances. The general consistency in orientations among
the Precambrian basement faults, the lineaments interpreted
from aeromagnetic data, and the previously mapped surface
faults indicates that the systematic fault system at basement
in the area probably have been reactivated many times and
thus have connectivity upward perhaps all the way to the
surface. Kutch basin has a complicated tectonic regime which
is caused either by its formation mechanism or significant
tectonic activities that occurred later. To complement the
current studies related to the structure of the Kutch Rift Basin,
we plan to undertake a detailed examination of the aeromagnetic
data integrating with other geophysical and well data to
understand the tectonic framework of the Kutch Rift basin.
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Summary and Conclusion
Semi-detailed high resolution aeromagnetic data collected
over the Kutch rift basin was analyzed to throw light on the
major, intermediate and minor lineaments in the study area.
The basin is characterized by long to moderate wavelength
anomalies with varying amplitudes suggesting presence of
mafic to ultramafic magnetic sources at different depth
levels. The interpretation of the crustal magnetic anomaly
map revealed the dominant trend of the anomalies to be in
the NW-SE and E-W directions which agrees with the
general trend of the basin. In addition there are secondary
anomalies which trend in NE-SW direction. The Banni
basin, covered by Tertiary sediments & salt panes, displays
long wavelength anomalies, indicating the presence of thick
sediments and deeper sources. High frequency anomalies
present in the south and southwestern part of the basin
indicate the presence of trap flows beneath the exposed
sediment cover. One important finding is the presence of trap
flows to the northwest of Kutch Mainland Fault which has
not been previously reported. In the present study, different
edge detection techniques like analytic signal method,
horizontal gradient magnitude and Euler 3D are collectively
used for the demarcation of the magnetic/lithologic
boundaries. The analytic signal made the high frequency
anomalies clearer and sharper and brought the indistinct
anomalies in to focus. The locations of the magnetic
lineaments (which may represent contacts, faults or fractures)
are mapped by comparing the HGM, Euler 3D and analytic
signal. The signatures of the major faults in the region are
well observed and mapped in the present study. The
lineaments which are not exposed or previously mapped are
demarcated from the examination of the data which add
information to the basin architecture. Based on the edge
detection techniques we have identified fourteen major and
intermediate lineaments of which very few have surface
expressions. Some of the identified lineaments are in the
subsurface below the sediment cover or the Rann of Kutch
and were therefore not delineated. Many of these lineaments
may represent basement related faults that have played a
pivotal role in the formation of the Kutch basin and may
have been reactivated many times in the past and may have
connectivity up to the surface. Further analysis and
modelling of the aeromagnetic anomalies constrained by
geological and geophysical data will provide better insights
into the evolution and resource potential of this Mesozoic basin.
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